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EDITORIAL ST

F
irst, there was Leicester City: few would have predicted the Foxes striding to the 
Premier League title in such emphatic style (or, indeed, at all) last May. Brexit 
followed in June – an outcome of the UK’s Referendum on EU membership 
that the then prime minister, David Cameron had believed to be so unlikely he 

hadn’t even bothered to draw up contingency plans in the unlikely event of it hap-
pening. And come November, the biggest surprise of all – the election of master P-45 
dispenser Donald J Trump as POTUS, followed hot on the heels by his, some would 
argue, equally surprising suggestion that UKIP’s interim leader, Nigel Farage be handed 
the keys to the UK Embassy in Washington and appointed as our Ambassador to the 
USA. (Even those newly wealthy punters with the foresight to back Leicester to win 
the Premiership didn’t see that one coming.)

Yet in spite of these surprises, and all this geopolitical (and sporting) change and 
turmoil; irrespective of the after-shocks that are still reverberating through the currency 
markets, and their unwanted side-effects on product pricing; and in the face of the 
ongoing uncertainty surrounding the UK’s future relations with the largest trading bloc 
and largest economy in the world – morale within the brandable garments and textiles 
industry remains high. This much was evident during the BTC Activewear Open House 
at the company’s Wednesbury DC in mid-November, just days after ‘The Donald’s’ his-
toric win. Visitors, exhibitors and BTC staff alike spoke with optimism and high expec-
tations of the year to come, echoing the upbeat atmosphere of The Schoolwear Show 
the month before. Certainly, the garment brands are pushing ahead with gusto, judg-
ing by the number of new products for 2017 they were previewing at the event. Even 
more telling, perhaps, the BTC warehouse was stuffed to the rafters with products and 
there was continuous activity in the despatch area where order-after-order was being 
processed, ready for transporting to the company’s customers nationwide.

So, how did 2016 treat you? And what are your expectations for 2017? We’ll be 
indulging in a spot of trendspotting in our February issue and we’d like to include your 
thoughts and predictions. Get in touch, we’d love to hear from you.

Speaking of the February issue, this will be a landmark edition for us, as it marks the 
25th anniversary of the first ever Images magazine to roll off the presses. Before that 
we’ll be bringing you details of all those new products for 2017 in our January What’s 
New guide: there are some cracking new styles within those pages, I can assure you. 

In the meantime, the holidays are almost upon us, which gives me the opportunity 
to thank all of our readers for subscribing to Images magazine, and to wish each and 
every one of you a merry Christmas and a happy, healthy and prosperous new year... 
And one that is full of all the best kinds of surprises.

Jonathan Vince

2016: How was it for you?
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TheMagicTouch guitar picked 
as EuroTrophex award winner
TheMagicTouch (TMT) rocked the award for Best Image Transfer 
Product of 2016,  based on an application using the latest in 
white-toner technology, at the EuroTrophex show in Amster-
dam.

The award winning entry consisted of a personalised Fender 
Telecaster Guitar, which had been decorated using the com-
pany’s new RST9.1 transfer paper and a TMT/OKi white toner 
printer. The transfer was applied to the body of the guitar using 
a traditional swing head heat press and then finished with six 
layers of clear resin varnish to match the factory original finish.
w www.themagictouch.co.uk

The award-
winning guitar 

from TMT

Snickers adds new waterproof 
jacket to FlexiWork range
New from Snickers this month 
is the Stretch Waterproof Shell 
Jacket. Part of the FlexiWork 
range of workwear clothes that 
combines stretch fabrics and 
advanced body-mapping designs, 
the new jacket is a three-layer 
waterproof with taped seams. 
It comes with pre-bent sleeves, 
three-layer Cordura reinforce-
ments at the elbows and YKK 
AquaGuard Vision 2-way zippers.
w www.snickersworkwear.
co.uk

The Stretch Waterproof Shell Jacket 
from Snickers

Dave Roper announces first 
Screen Printing Academy date for 
2017
The Screen Printing Academy at Dave Roper will be hosting its first 
session of 2017 on Friday 13 January. The one-day course will cover 
general screen printing techniques and promises to be a hands-on 
experience. Also included in the course is a screen printing book that 
includes sections on printing terminology, setting up a screen room, 
and job prep and breakdown.
w www.daveroper.co.uk

A tribute to Dave Renton

It's often said of someone that they were one of a kind, but in the 
case of Dave Renton, who died suddenly from a heart attack on 
Friday 14 October 2016, it was true, says his long-time friend and 
industry colleague Phil Lewis, of Premier Screen. “He was a one-off 
in the industry and definitely never a suits-and-boots man”, a point 
that was emphasised at Dave's funeral when his family all wore AC/
DC T-shirts in honour of his love of rock (the six grandchildren, aged 
between 12 weeks and 12 years, all wore specially made 'We rock to 
AC/DC like Grandpa' T-shirts).

Dave was born in 1951 and worked in the screen print industry from 
the moment he left school. He met his wife Jen at the second com-
pany he worked at, Thompson & Brown Brothers, when he was 16 
1/2 and she was 15 – they celebrated their 44th wedding anniversary 
this year.

Dave worked for American company Advance International until 
it ceased trading in 1991, when he then set up on his own business 
buying and selling screen printing equipment. He travelled all over 
the world with his work. "You name it, he'd been there," said Jen. 
"He'd been everywhere apart from Australia." Every time he left on 
yet another trip, he would play Manfred Mann’s Davy's On The Road 
Again (http://bit.ly/2fDlm5l).

He had many adventures, including one memorable occasion in 
Ghana when he had to bribe his way out of the country after his 
driver tipped someone off that Dave had just done a cash deal. Jen 
didn't sleep that night while waiting to see if her husband made it 

home, but it didn't stop Dave 
continuing his overseas trips 
to install machinery in India, 
Europe or wherever else he 
was needed, and coming 
home each time with new 
spices to try out – he was a 
brilliant cook.

His knowledge of screen 
printing was immense, and 
it wasn't unusual for ink 
companies to phone him up 
for advice as to what was the 
best ink to offer a customer. 
He set people up with ma-
chines in their garages and 
in the back rooms of their 
houses, with most of them 
in time going on to open 
their own factories. He was 
a workaholic who loved his 
work, would help anyone 
who needed it, and everywhere he went he made friends, said Jen. 

He enjoyed his life – he was a pure rocker who listened to bands 
such as AC/DC, Led Zeppelin and Whitesnake – as well as being an 
avid speedway fan, and he loved his family: he leaves behind his wife 
Jen, his daughters Wendy and Emma, and his two son-in-laws and six 
grandchildren.

Dave Renton

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.themagictouch.co.uk/
http://co.uk/
http://www.daveroper.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/2fDlm5l
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Combining the perfect blend of cutting edge fashion and practicality, seven fresh and exciting new 
knitwear styles make their striking debut in the Beechfield Headwear Autumn/Winter 2016 collection.

Emphasis on bold, four colour stripe designs, luxurious shearling thermal bands and 
a sumptuous hand-knitted feel demonstrate the superb versatility of Beechfield’s new designs. 

Oozing with confidence, mirroring current market trends and infused with a vibrant colour palette, 
these knits are the ultimate ‘Retail Ready’ fashion statement and will be an asset to your collection.

Join the Beechfield Headwear revolution and wrap up in style this winter.
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JANUARY 10-12, 2017

PSI 2017

Messe Dusseldorf, Dusseldorf, Germany

psi-messe.com

JANUARY 31, 2017

Coactive Newtech Cheltenham

Cheltenham Park Hotel Cirencester Rd, 

Charlton Kings, Cheltenham GL53 8EA 

coactiveevents.com

FEBRUARY 21, 2017

Coactive Newtech Southampton

Botleigh Grange Hotel, Grange Rd, Hedge 

End, Southampton SO30 2FL 

coactiveevents.com

FEBRUARY 26-28, 2017

Printwear & Promotion Live! 2017

NEC, Birmingham, UK

www.printwearandpromotionlive.co.uk

MARCH 14, 2017

Coactive Newtech Thetford

Lynford Hall Hotel

Mundford, Thetford IP26 5HW

coactiveevents.com

MARCH 28-30, 2017

Sign & Digital UK

NEC, Birmingham, UK

www.signuk.com

APRIL 25

Coactive Newtech Edinburgh

Norton House Hotel & Spa, Ingliston, 

Edinburgh EH28 8LX

coactiveevents.com

MAY 8-12, 2017

FESPA 20117

Hamburg Messe, Hamburg, Germany

www.fespa.com

MAY 16, 2017

Coactive Newtech Leeds

Holiday Inn Leeds - Brighouse, Clifton Village, 

Brighouse HD6 4HW

coactiveevents.com

DIARY

Show us a garment decorator, and we’ll show you someone who plays in a band. 
Musoes propping up screen presses and embroidery machines across the country 
can hear some mighty fines tunes from industry colleagues thanks to our Primal 
Screen Band Zone on the Images website

Shay Colston of Evesham-

based EHC Screenprinting is 

in Officer Down, which played 

its last ever gig in November. 

Signed to TNS Records (fans 

of this column will recall that 

the October Primal Screen 

artist, Faintest Idea, is signed 

to the same label), the band 

has called it a day as vocalist 

and guitarist Mike Gammon 

has moved to Bristol with his 

job in A&E, making rehearsals 

and gigs tricky.

Summing the band up as 

playing fast, melodic punk rock 

and “probably the worst band 

TNS Records ever signed”, 

Shay says a strong contender 

for the best band T-shirt he’s ever owned is his NOFX Murder The Government one.

Visit www.images-magazine.com to watch Officer Down’s video as well as those from 

previous stars of the Primal Screen Band Zone.

To feature in this slot, email editorial@images-magazine.com with ‘Primal Screen Band 

Zone’ in the subject line.

w www.ehcscreenprinting.co.uk
w www.facebook.com/officerdownuk

Primal Screen Band Zone

Credit: www.facebook.com/holdmypintphotography

TV TecStyle Visions 
prepares for tenth 
anniversary
The European trade fair for textile decoration 
and promotion, TV TecStyle Visions, will take 
place for the tenth time on 15-17 February 
2018, in Stuttgart, Germany.

Around 11,000 visitors and 270 exhibitors 
are expected to attend the exhibition, and the 
organisers already have many plans as to how 
to celebrate this landmark event, including a 
fashion show and the Golden Shirt Awards. 
More to be announced soon - watch this 
space.
w www.tecstyle-visions.com

Xpres launches new textile laser papers at 
London roadshow

The Xpres London Roadshow in November was a great success, the company reported, with 
decorators from across the country arriving at the White Rabbit Studio in Shoreditch, London to 
see the latest Xpres products.

Among the products launched at the show were new textile laser papers, transfer films and 
printable media, with the Solvent Dark Turbo, Laser No-cut and Brick being particularly well 
received.

The three day show also included live demonstrations of sublimation, laser and DTG systems, 
while machines on show, included the new Sawgrass Virtuoso sublimation printers and wide 
format print-to-cut 
machines.

“There was a great 
atmosphere across the 
three days and the 
show was a real hit,” 
commented Xpres. 
“It was great to see 
so many decorators 
inspired by Xpres.”
w www.xpres.co.uk

The Xpres London 
Roadshow was a great 

success

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://psi-messe.com/
http://coactiveevents.com/
http://coactiveevents.com/
http://www.printwearandpromotionlive.co.uk/
http://coactiveevents.com/
http://www.signuk.com/
http://coactiveevents.com/
http://www.fespa.com/
http://coactiveevents.com/
http://www.images-magazine.com/
mailto:editorial@images-magazine.com
http://www.ehcscreenprinting.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/officerdownuk
http://www.facebook.com/holdmypintphotography
http://www.tecstyle-visions.com/
http://www.xpres.co.uk/
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TAKE LIFE HEAD ON IN THE MODERN RE-ENVISIONING OF ICONIC 
FLEECE FAVOURITES BY ANVIL®. A LEAN, ACTIVE CUT AND BOLD 
DETAILS ELEVATE OUR HOODED FULL-ZIPS AND CREWS TO 
STATEMENT STATUS. AND THE PLUSH 75% RING SPUN, COTTON/25% 
POLYESTER FABRIC FEELS DECADENT, YET STANDS UP TO DAY-IN, 
DAY-OUT WEAR. AVAILABLE IN 9 COLOURS, THEY’RE THE STAPLE 
YOU’LL LEAN ON FOR CONTEMPORARY STYLE AND CASUAL COMFORT.

FASHION FOR EVERYONE

anvil.eu

http://anvil.eu/
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Our eyeballs were grabbed this month by a dazzling display from 

Brighouse-based Axznt. The pictured rhinestone and DTG design 

was created for Déjà Vu Dance Crew from Glasgow, explains Axznt 

director Ess Green. Aptly enough, Déjà Vu was a returning custom-

er who many will recognise as a the semi-final act from this year’s 

Britain’s Got Talent TV show. 

“They travel quite a lot to perform and compete; on this occasion 

they were going to Germany for the European Championships,” 

explains Ess. The owner/choreographer Vicki Williamson said that 

she wanted something colourful with a little bit of bling including 

the German flag, and from that brief Ess created a design using 

Corel Draw with “royalty-free urban vector elements, halftones and 

a bit of imagination”. 

Axznt specialises in rhinestone design (Ess’s business partner is 

Lizzie Carr of Rhinestones Online), and has a plotting machine im-

ported from Asia, which came with rhinestone software. “We can 

produce rhinestone transfers with up to five different sizes or col-

ours,” says Ess. “There was approximately 850 rhinestones in each 

design. The print itself was done using our newly acquired Epson 

SC-F2000 DTG printer. The quality of the result was down to the 

correct pre-treatment ratio, which takes some testing. I use a 2:1 

ratio of de-ionised water/pre-treatment as a guide, but tend to put 

a little extra pre-treatment in to make it a little bit thicker to help the 

white base sit better, therefore [resulting in] brighter colours.”

The T-shirt used was the B&C Exact 150 as it is available for a 

wide range of ages, which is essential for a dance school where 

the ages range from four to 20 years old.

“We really try to fuse different types of printing media together 

for a dynamic result – follow us on Instagram for ideas and get in 

touch for advice if you need any! We can produce bespoke rhine-

stone transfers for you to offer more to your clients,” says Ess.

w www.axznt.com

Decorated product of the month

If you would like to nominate a garment for decorated product 
of the month – your own or another designer’s – email us at:
editorial@images-magazine.com, putting ‘Decorated product of 
the month’ as the subject.

Déjà Vu Dance Crew in Germany

The rhinestone and DTG design

New M&R DigiTone filter simulates 
screen effects on DTG prints
M&R has introduced the DigiTone halftone filter to its line of direct-to-
garment printers (DTG). The new filter simulates traditional halftone 
screen printing effects and will make it possible for screen printers to 
use their M&R M-Link machines for prepress testing.

By selecting the DigiTone filter setting, M-Link operators can now 
print a traditional amplitude modulated halftone dot, and choose 
the dot size and the angle (including the 22.5-degree angle found in 
standard screen separations) at which these dots will appear.

DTG printers, such as M&R’s M-Link and M-Link X, typically use dith-
ering, which enables them to create smoother colour transitions than 
are possible with the halftone method used in four-colour process 
screen printing of full-colour images. For most DTG printing, dither-
ing will remain the preferred setting; however, by using the DigiTone 
filter, printers will be able to produce digital prints that are said to 
be “extremely close to screen printed images”. This will enable the 
operator and customer to make alterations quickly and easily prior to 
striking off proofs on the screen printing press.

The DigiTone filter also opens the door to the digitally decorating 
garments with analogue screen printing effects, such as simulated 
process prints.

M&R’s simulated halftone technology is available on all new M-Link 
and M-Link X models.
w www.mrprint.com

M&R’s DigiTone halftone filter [left] and a standard dithered image [right]

Annette Davie has rejoined the embroidery team at MyWork-
wear, having left the Telford-based workwear supplier 17 years 
ago to work in the care 
industry. Her appoint-
ment comes during a 
time of expansion and 
recruitment for My-
Workwear. 

“We are delighted that 
Annette has rejoined the 
team at MyWorkwear,” 
commented managing 
director James Wor-
thington. “The demand 
for our services has 
required us to increase head count in most departments within 
the company. I wish Annette all the best in her new role and 
look forward to working with her.”
w www.myworkwear.co.uk

CHANGING FACES

James welcomes Annette to the 
embroidery team

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.axznt.com/
mailto:editorial@images-magazine.com
http://www.mrprint.com/
http://www.myworkwear.co.uk/
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#14 Princess Tia Maria
Whether it’s pedigree pups or mangy mutts, 
decorators’ dogs are valued members of staff 
at embroidery and print shops from Barking 
to Furness. This month we have Princess Tia 
Maria from Rascal Prints in Craigavon, County 
Armagh

Full name: Princess Tia Maria

Breed: Siberian Husky

Age: Four years old

Time at company: Always

Job title: Chief howler

Job description: Alerts the humans at Rascal Prints 

to deliveries and empty dishes

Special skills: Sleeping, running and singing

Favourite colour: Pink

w www.facebook.com/RascalPrints

Email a hi-res photo of your Print Shop Pooch, along 
with the relevant facts (as above), to: 
editorial@images-magazine.com

Print Shop Pooches

Princess Tia Maria keeps an eye out for deliveries

J&B sets out plan for 
AnaJet printers following 
recent recall
J&B Sewing Machine Co has reassured AnaJet mPower 
printer owners in the UK that the recent worldwide 
recall of the printers by AnaJet owner, Ricoh, is to be 
fully resolved over the coming few months.

Rob Miller of J&B said that while visiting the cus-
tomers for recall component installation, J&B has 
decided to simultaneously perform printer upgrades 
to enhance the performance of the equipment, at no 
charge to the customer.

UK customers who use the AnaJet mPower printer 
will be contacted by J&B over the next couple of 
months to arrange for the visit, which will take around 
four hours. Customers should expect to be contacted 
by the company for scheduling in the near future.
w www.jbsewing.com

New Roq Hybrid DTG printer promises 
450 pieces per hour
Roq has entered the direct-to-garment printing market with the launch of the new 
Roq Hybrid – “A digital printing machine that works in perfect synchrony with an 
automatic screen printing machine,” and which offers, “The productivity of a screen 
printing press with the definition of a digital printing machine”.

The Hybrid is capable of outputting 450 pieces per hour, according to the 
company, and it can be supplied with either 8 or 12 print heads. The 8-head model 
uses CMYK inks; the 12-head model uses CMYK plus two extra colours to enhance 
and extend the colour gamut.

Roq has chosen the Fujifilm Dimatix print head for the Hybrid, which, it said, 
“represents the future of this technology.” The company explained that one of the 
major advantages of the Dimatix head is that its nozzles can be repaired instead of 
having to replace the whole print head. “This feature allows for a greater lifespan of 
the print heads,” Roq added.

The Roq Hybrid offers a maximum printing size of 500 x 700 mm or 750 x 900 
mm, and its Z axis can be adjusted by up to 20 mm to accommodate different 
heights of garments and textile substrates.

Roq has also launched a new line of digital inks and products, as well as the Roq 
Studio, a RIP software powered by Neostampa, alongside the Hybrid machine.
w www.roqdigital.com

Roq enters the digital market with the new Roq Hybrid

International Coatings gets its glow on
International Coatings has released its new Axeon Glow-in-the-dark 1808 non-
PVC, non-phthalate screen printing ink.

The 1808 produces a bright, greenish glow when exposed to light and then 
viewed in a darkened area. “Incorporating Axeon Glow-in-the-Dark 1808 to an 
artwork and design is an effective way to add flair to any print,” commented 
International Coatings. “The 1808 offers a vibrant phosphorescent glow that 
draws attention in any night-time setting. It can be used as a standalone ink or in 
conjunction with other inks to create an intense ‘glow’ effect.”
w www.iccink.com
w www.mhmdirect.co.uk

The new Axeon 
1808 ink from 
International 
Coatings

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.facebook.com/RascalPrints
mailto:editorial@images-magazine.com
http://www.jbsewing.com/
http://www.roqdigital.com/
http://www.iccink.com/
http://www.mhmdirect.co.uk/
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Custom Gateway, a new exhibitor at the 
Newtech roadshows, has described the Leeds 
event at the beginning of November as “a 
great success”.

“Newtech Shows are very focused exhibi-
tions with only relevant registered visitors. 
Custom Gateway has just started exhibiting 
at Newtech and the relaxed, almost one-to-
one format really helped us to explain how 
the Custom Product Platform can work for 
companies in all industries seeing the poten-
tial for on-demand and customised prod-
ucts,” commented the company’s Ian Bell.

He continued: “Custom Gateway offers a 
platform and network for personalised or 
on-demand products and we had a great 
response from a diverse range of companies 
who are keen to use our technology to en-
hance the service they offer their clients.”

Custom Gateway – previously Gateway 
3D – has recently also completed a major 
rebranding exercise to better reflect its cur-
rent focus.

The exhibitors at the Leeds Newtech roadshow

MHM Direct GB in demand at Fanela 
and The Printing House

MHM Direct GB has had a run of multiple installations recently, including install-
ing two Tesoma dryers at Coalville-based Fanela in October, and setting up 
three Brother GT381 direct-to-garment printers at The Printing House in Crewe, 
Cheshire.
w www.fanela.co.uk
w www.theprintinghouseltd.co.uk
w www.mhmdirect.co.uk

Luke from 
MHM Direct 

GB (right) 
training up 

The Printing 
House staff

Result adds new softshell 
colourways

Result has introduced two new colourways for its 
Printable Soft Shell Jacket (R231M&F) this autumn. The 
water-repellent, breathable and windproof jacket is now 
available in white/black and grey/black, boosting the 
total number of available colourways to 10. The jacket 
can be decorated using embroidery, direct print and 
transfer print.
w www.resultclothing.com

Cottonridge goes for the burn (out) with 
new fashion tees
Cottonridge has launched three new tees that will 
be of particular interest to print shops operating in 
the fashion arena. The Burnout Tee, slim fit Scoop 
Back Tee and raw edge Slub Tee are said to be simi-
lar to the fashion styles that are currently popular 
on the high street.

The company explained that the new T-shirts 
complement its fashionable hoodie and sweatshirt 
lines and are not designed to compete with stand-
ard promotional tees.

“The new tees are not your box standard T-shirts: 
they are the same as those supplied to the Arcadia 
Group – Top Man, River Island, etcetera,” Cotton-
ridge commented. “These styles will be of interest 
to those print shops that are supplying the fashion 
market, and with those businesses that are building 
their own retail brands – particularly surf brands.”

The introduction of fashion T-shirts fits in with 
Cottonridge’s corporate philosophy of introducing 
only garments that are different to what is currently available in the marketplace.

Contact Cottonridge for further information and to request a sample pack.
w www.cottonridge.co.uk

The new Burnout Tee from 
Cottonridge

Rebranded Custom Gateway enjoys instant success at Newtech 
roadshow

Leeds was the last Newtech roadshow 
of 2016, however the organisers have 
announced the dates for an expanded 
programme of events throughout 2017: 
Cheltenham, January 31; Southampton, 
February 21; Thetford (Norwich), March 14; 
Edinburgh, May 16; Brighouse, Halifax May 

16; south London, June 13; Durham, July 
11; Leicester, September 26; north London, 
October 17; and Liverpool, November 14.
w www.gateway3d.com
w www.coactiveevents.com/events/
newtech

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.fanela.co.uk/
http://www.theprintinghouseltd.co.uk/
http://www.mhmdirect.co.uk/
http://www.resultclothing.com/
http://www.cottonridge.co.uk/
http://www.gateway3d.com/
http://www.coactiveevents.com/events/
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This month in December 2010… 

December 2010 – Gatwick and Edinburgh Airports are closed due to heavy snow and freezing temperatures; England loses out to Russia in its 
bid to host the 2018 World Cup Finals; the Royal Navy aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal returns to Portsmouth for decommissioning; in London, 
students vandalise the Cenotaph and attack a car carrying the Prince of Wales and Duchess of Cornwall during protests about tuition fees; 
former member of the Scottish Parliament, Tommy Sheridan is convicted of perjury; Elisabeth Beresford, creator of the Wombles, dies; and Matt 
Cardle secures the Christmas ‘number one’ with When We Collide. Meanwhile, in the imprint industry…

BTC Activewear adds Mantis World to its list of distributed brands; Adelco announces the launch of the new Kornit Avalanche industrial DTG 
machine; GS UK announces the retirement of Norman Ronald; Hatton Textiles launches digitally printed towels; Fruit of the Loom publishes 
the Belcoro Factsheet; columnist, Tony Moore visits TheMagicTouch and comes away enthused by the possibilities of short-run transfer 
printing; RhinoScreen introduces its dry stencil film system; Scott Fresener shares the secrets to high-end printing on dark shirts; and Anajet 
brings a whole new dimension to DTG printing with its 3D images.

Spiro are the front cover pace-
setters

Bikes, bets and behind-the-scenes footage 
with Spiro model Jamie
Driving hundreds of miles, falling off a bike into the icy water of a Lake District river, and strip-
ping down to his underwear in a public car park were all part of the job for professional model 
Jamie Roche – star of the new Spiro product brochure.

Jamie used his GoPro to record his experience of modelling for the performance sportswear 
brand in an entertaining vlog. The footage gives an insight into all that goes into capturing 
Spiro’s action photography, and also the fun and antics that the team get up to behind the 
scenes. Photographer Tim Jervis may not be so quick to agree, having lost a bet (and £10) 
to Jamie, who was required to don his trunks and plunge into the icy cold waters to win the 
wager. You can view the vlog on YouTube – https://youtu.be/pKIMRBKncxM.

The new Spiro catalogue featuring Jamie modelling the new styles for 2017 is available now.
w www.spiroactivewear.com

New colours for 
ED24/7
Dickies has added new colours to its Everyday 
trousers, the ED24/7. Initially available in six 
colours when they launched a year ago, the 
trousers are now available in six more colour 
combinations, including white/grey and black/
lime green.
w www.dickiesworkwear.com

The ED24/7 is now available in 12 colourways

[l to r] Adelco announces the new Kornit Avalanche industrial DTG machine; Fruit of the Loom publishes its Belcoro 
Factsheet; and we shine a light on the RhinoScreen dry stencil film

http://www.images-magazine.com/
https://youtu.be/pKIMRBKncxM
http://www.spiroactivewear.com/
http://www.dickiesworkwear.com/
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BTC Activewear opened its warehouse to 
customers for its second Open House, in 
November. Despite the currency woes and 
the US election earlier in the week, the mood 
amongst the visitors, brands and BTC staff 
alike was buoyant and optimistic.

There was a huge number of new garments 
on display, with BTC’s new, exclusive brand, 
Nakedshirt, launching 11 new styles for 2017 
in addition to the 34 already on offer – all the 
styles will be available from BTC in January. 
The Nakedshirt collection offers a choice of 
shapes and styles that are going to be of 
particular interest to those looking for retail-
ready garments: wide V-necks; long, shaped 
vests; children’s T-shirts with ruffled sleeves; 
and hoodies with side fashionable pockets.

There are three fabrics – bamboo viscose/
organic cotton, 100% cotton and organic 
cotton – each boasting a smooth surface for 
decoration. The organic cotton is combed 
and contains almost no impurities, says 
the brand’s sales project manager Samuel 
Verheyde. This ensures consistency of colour 
and feel and makes the fabric ideal for DTG 
and screen printing. The bamboo blend feels 
silk-like, while the 100% cotton fabric offers 
a high quality, lower cost alternative (it is, like 
the other two fabrics, produced in line with 
the company’s ecological and social values).

The brand’s garment labels use a clever, 
yet simple system that’s designed to make 

Sales project manager, Samuel Verheyde [right] introduces the new 
Naked Shirt brand at the BTC Activewear Open House

Visitors flock to BTC Activewear Open House
garment decorators’ lives easy, 
explains Samuel: the women’s 
styles have labels on the left-
hand side of the neck and the 
men’s on the right: organic 
labels are green, while non-
organic are white or black. 

Kustom Kit received a hugely 
positive response from visitors 
to its big story for 2017 – the 
launch of its Essentials T-shirts 
and sweats – and we also see 
the brand’s new Workwear 
Fleece being a big hit next year. 

Gildan was showing new co-
lours and styles; Anvil unveiled 
its new logo and branding; and 
Comfort Colors previewed its 
latest style additions following 
the brand’s UK launch in 2016. 
[See our January 2017 What’s New issue for 
details of all the new styles from these brands 
and other leading suppliers.]

BTC Activewear managing director, Steve 
Pope commented: “Our recent Open House 
was a great success with many customers 
saying how useful and enjoyable they found 
the event. We felt the concept worked well; 
an opportunity to see BTC ‘at work’ com-
bined with full access to senior representa-
tives of the major brands and sneak previews 
of their 2017 collections. This, coupled with 

machinery, print, embroidery, thread and 
software demonstrations, gave a good all-
round experience for customers big and not 
so big. This is our second annual Open House 
event and, based on the great feedback 
received from customers and exhibitors (and 
some good ideas for things we can do better 
next time) is something we are very keen to 
make a regular calendar event, particularly 
building on the theme of previewing the fol-
lowing year’s collections.”
w www.btcactivewear.co.uk

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.btcactivewear.co.uk/


the US. The conversation with American Apparel began before the 
US presidential election results were known, reports Garry, but there 
has been a movement within the US for some time for retailers to 
commit to purchasing more ‘Made in the US’ products. “Walmart has 
likely been the most vocal with their programme looking to source 
$250 billion worth of products over a fixed period of time with ‘Made 
in the USA’ origins. Gildan has invested heavily in US manufacturing, 
with more than $400 million invested in the last three years in yarn 
spinning,” explained Garry. “In terms of possible future changes to our 
manufacturing model, it remains very early in the proposed acquisition 
process and likely also early in the socio-political situation in the US to 
comment.”

As part of the agreement, Gildan Activewear has made a commit-
ment above and beyond the $66 million to purchase inventory from 
American Apparel. Gildan Activewear has also asked the company 
to continue to produce printwear products specifically to ensure that 
there is a continuation of supply. “As of right now, it’s business as 
usual from what we understand with the US business,” said Garry, 
adding, “We’re not in a position to be able to comment on what they 
do during the bankruptcy process. Our intent, as with every one of the 
acquisitions that we do, is understanding that the printwear business 
is very much reliant upon a continuity of supply and availability of 
inventory to fulfil orders quickly.” Images has asked American Apparel 
what the situation is regarding wholesale stock in the UK during the 
bankruptcy process, but there was no information available before the 
magazine went to press.

“We’re excited about this, if we are deemed in fact to be the win-
ning bid,” said Garry. “We’re very pleased with adding this to our 
portfolio of brands and we think there are good things coming for this 
brand and for our customers around the world.”
w www.mygildan.eu w http://aawholesale.americanapparel.net

Gildan submits stalking horse 
bid for American Apparel

Gildan Activewear has entered into an asset purchase agreement (known as a stalking horse bid) to acquire the 

intellectual property rights related to the American Apparel brand and certain assets for a cash purchase price of 

approximately $66 million dollars

G
ildan’s move to acquire American Apparel follows American 
Apparel voluntarily filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the 
US on 14 November 2016, with the brand’s UK business 
having gone into administration on 8 November 2016. This 

is the company’s second bankruptcy filing in 13 months. 
The proposed agreement includes Gildan Activewear taking over the 

leases on American Apparel’s distribution centre and two manufac-
turing centres in California. Notably, the company’s retail assets have 
been left out of the bid.

Speaking to Images, Garry Bell, vice president of corporate marketing 
and communications at Gildan Activewear, explained that premium-
priced fashion brand American Apparel is a good fit with Gildan 
Activewear’s three printwear brands – Gildan, Anvil and Comfort 
Colors. When asked whether there is room for both Anvil and Ameri-
can Apparel within the company, Garry – while pointing out that the 
acquisition is not yet a done deal – said: “Our concept initially is that 
there would be room for both because Anvil is not a premium-priced 
fashion brand; Anvil’s an affordable fashion brand... whereas American 
Apparel has a little bit more edge, it’s a bit more fashion forward. It 
rounds out our portfolio of brands very well.

“We’re very confident in the brand, should we in fact be designated 
the successful bidder, and that it fits very well into our printwear busi-
ness. We’re in 50 markets around the world so we can take this brand 
and really expand it globally beyond where it is today. They have retail 
stores in Japan, but they’re not selling in Japan. We are. They have 
retail stores in China – they’re not selling their brand in the printwear 
channel in China. We are selling Gildan in China. We’re in markets 
all around the world selling products through the printwear channel 
because that’s Gildan’s original business.”

A core part of the American Apparel brand is that it is made in the 
US, so it is unlikely that its manufacture will be moved overseas, as 
is the case with the other Gildan Activewear brands. However, given 
the current political situation in the US where President-elect Trump 
has been vocal about bringing industry back to the US and tearing up 
trade deals, it could prove to be an astute move by Gildan Activewear 
to acquire a company that has a ready-made manufacturing base in 

”

American Apparel’s factory and distribution centre in downtown Los Angeles
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It rounds out our portfolio of brands very 

well
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UK legislation states that every non-domestic building must have 
a fire risk assessment – that includes all business premises. Not 
having a fire risk assessment could mean facing prosecution 

or a very hefty fine – and, not least, the sobering prospect of being 
unprepared for the event of an actual fire.

The fire risk assessment should look not just at the building and 
grounds itself, but the contents and people inside, too: how many 
people are there, what activities take place in the building, are there 
enough escape routes, and so on? These things must be considered 
very carefully in the risk assessment to ensure everyone gets to a place 
of safety in the event of a fire.

The risk assessment should be reviewed regularly, as well as every time 
a change occurs to the building: for example, if a new dryer is bought, 
a new piece of machinery is installed, an office space is converted into 
a tea room, or if any building or conversion work takes place. The 
key thing to remember is that the fire risk assessment is a working 
document, meaning that it should be used on a daily/weekly/monthly 
basis. It is not something that should be completed once and locked in 
a filing cabinet for a year or more and forgotten about.

If you’re not sure about doing a fire risk assessment yourself, you can 
choose a safe and reliable expert to do it for you.  

The Fire Industry Association (FIA) has a wealth of information about 
how to complete a fire risk assessment, including a handy video 
introduction to the process, and how to choose an approved fire risk 
assessor. We also have a list of certified fire risk assessors who will 
be able to help you – simply go to www.fia.uk.com and click ‘Find a 
Member’.  
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Business Clinic

 Be prepared: in April the government’s new business rates 
revaluation will come into effect for all businesses in England, 
Scotland and Wales. It’s the first revaluation in seven years, which 
is when the government adjusts the value of business rates to 
reflect changes in the property market. To find out if your rates will 
be changing, go to www.gov.uk/introduction-to-business-rates/
revaluation.

 The number of UK businesses has hit a record 5.5 million, 
according to official statistics from the Department for Business, 
Energy & Industrial Strategy. Between 2010 and 2016, there has been 
an increase of a million more small businesses, 4,000 more medium-
sized businesses and 900 more large businesses.

How to do a fire risk assessment

Will Lloyd is technical manager 

at the Fire Industry Association 

(FIA), which is the largest trade 

association in the UK for fire safety 

professionals. A not-for-profit 

organisation, the FIA prides itself on 

raising standards for fire safety for 

the public though better education 

of those who work in the sector.

w www.fia.uk.com

Expert advice on the business of running a garment decoration company 

All our members are certified to show that they have the skills, 
knowledge and professionalism to help complete fire risk assessments, 
so there is no need to worry if the company you are choosing is up to 
the job or not.  

We also have a short video called ‘Responsible For Fire Safety? | Fire 
Safety Explained Video’, which explains all of your responsibilities for 
fire safety, which is available on our YouTube channel, www.youtube.
com/TheFireIndustry.

http://www.fia.uk.com/
http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.gov.uk/introduction-to-business-rates/
http://www.fia.uk.com/
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Andrew Langridge is from eTrader, 

one of the industry’s leading suppliers of 

websites to garment decorators across 

the UK.

w www.etraderwebsites.co.uk

A new group set up by the BPMA has been 
created to enhance the awareness of corporate 
clothing among the gift house distributors and 
end-users. A recent presentation by leaders of 
Promotional Products Association International 
(PPAI) at our BPMA Education Day in September 
suggested that over 33% of the average US 
distributor’s turnover comes from clothing, 
whereas in the UK it’s more like 6%. 

Distributors sell to some major UK corporates 
so their opportunities are considerable. 

Feedback from distributors suggests that garments are still, in some 
areas, a complicated sell, and that they are overwhelmed with 
choice, which restricts decision making.

We want to engage as many brands, in particular, to get involved in 
this great initiative. With so much choice of products being presented 
to distributors, brands need to find a way of getting their message 
out to end-user buyers. The group plans to create a new website 
that offers a guide to corporate clothing as well as the different 

If you have any questions or topics you would like Gordon to 
address, please email editorial@images-magazine.com with 
‘BPMA’ in the subject line. 

Gordon Glenister

BPMA: New clothing focus group set to 
educate end users and gift distributors

decoration techniques available. There are also plans to invest in 
research and explore the ideas of branding workshops in 2017. 

So far the group has been supported by a number of trade 
decorators and brands, with industry names including Essential 
Embroidery, Fruit of the Loom, Kustom Kit, Stormtech, United 
Brands, Creative Apparel and Screenworks. More information 
will be available soon on how to take part in this exciting new 
industry development.”

Why your business should celebrate 
the holidays

“It’s Christmas time, there’s no need to be afraid.” Playing Band 
Aid’s Do They Know It’s Christmas loudly in the office while 
getting in the festive spirit, this line always sticks out. Why, you 

ask?
Traditionally, the season to be jolly is in fact the complete opposite 

for garment decorators – instead, it’s a time of year when business is 
typically at its quietest. The school and workwear orders have dried up 
and production is slowly ticking over.

Customers I chat to often call it ‘the nature of the industry’, citing 
seasonality and accepting it for what it is by planning their time off 
and holidays for Christmas and New Year (which of course I don’t 
begrudge, they work hard running their businesses). 

But there is scope to make sure those machines are not sat still 
throughout the holidays. To keep your business ticking over, you need 
to get planning.

Mix it up
Have an open mind and try to mix up your marketing and test out 
things you perhaps would not when business is ticking over. Embrace it 
with an open mind and experiment – you pretty much have nothing to 
lose! The ideas that you test out in the quiet period can help make your 
business’s next year its most successful yet.

Toy around with those ideas that you parked on the shelf earlier in 
the year when you had to prioritise that rush job: test out innovative 
email and social media campaigns, as well as promotional offers, packs 
and bundles. Testing these ideas in the quiet period gives you time to 
check if they are sustainable and worth integrating in to your business’s 
marketing and online strategy.

Get creative
Not every garment decorator is focused on large volume orders and 
winning B2B customers. There are a number out there focused on 
more niche bespoke textiles. The Christmas period also presents these 
businesses with a chance to mix it up by focusing on testing new 
campaigns that make the most of the opportunity to produce bespoke 
products specifically for the festive period.

For inspiration, check out the likes of Etsy, Not On The High Street 
and Pinterest – there are no limits to what you can personalise!

One last thought
If you have read this and thought the festive market and its associated 
products are not quite for you, that’s fine. But do not accept 
seasonality: make sure your business is prepared for whatever the next 
year has ahead, whether it is buying a new machine, sourcing some 
new products or updating your website. Make sure December and the 
New Year are prosperous for both you and your business!

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.etraderwebsites.co.uk/
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Russell Europe 2017: 
The One to Wear

Russell Europe has always been at the forefront of fashionable, premium corporate and promotional clothing 

and 2017 will be no exception with seven exciting new Sweat launches across the HD Collection and three new 

launches for the highly popular Authentic Sweat Collection.

New HD Sweats Collection
2017 is all about athleisure wear and the new HD Sweats taps perfect-
ly into this trend. Seven designs are available, including a key piece for 
the coming year – the HD Raglan Sweat in men’s (280M) and ladies’ 
(280F) sizes. A truly versatile style, the HD Raglan Sweat has a great 
retail fit and looks equally good for leisure or with a shirt underneath 
for a really trendy workwear vibe. 

Also new, the HD Hooded Sweat is set to become a wardrobe 
staple as more and more people embrace the athleisure trend. With a 
contemporary slim fit and lighter fabric than traditional sweats it looks 
incredible, and with the printability of all HD garments it is certain to 
become a favourite with colleges, promotional companies and creative 
workplaces looking for a smart, fashionable look. Both men’s and 
ladies’ styles are available (281M/F).

Traditional sweat pants are heavy, bulky and could never be classed 

as fashionable, with function definitely outshadowing style. Russell 
Europe’s new HD Jog Pants has rewritten the fashion rules! Its fashion 
forward, contemporary slim fit provides a stylish relaxed look that is 
terrific with HD Ts and HD Sweat tops. The new Jog Pants are available 
in men’s (283M) and ladies’ (283F) sizes.

If one garment encapsulates the athleisure trend and the crossover 
from sports to leisurewear then it’s the HD Quarter Zip Sweat (282M). 
Taking its inspiration from running and cycling tops, the HD Quarter 
Zip proves that promotional garments are now equal to their retail 
equivalents when it comes to fashion, style and fabric.  

Each of the HD Collection tops comes in white, black and nine marl 
colours – grey, green, blue, purple, red, silver, pink, yellow and coral 
– while the Jog Pants (283 M/F) come in three strong colours – black, 
grey marl and silver marl – all of which combine perfectly with the HD 
Collection tops.

(l to r) Russell Europe’s new HD Raglan Sweat (280F/280M) and HD Hooded Sweat (281F/281M) 

http://www.images-magazine.com/


Completing the Authentic family of styles are the Authentic Cuffed 
Jog Pants for men (268M) and ladies (268F).  This style has a contem-
porary fit with concealed zip fastening, key cuffed ankle and is the 
perfect partner for the Authentic Sweats.

The Authentic Sweat Jacket (267M) comes in nine colours – black, 
white, bottle green, french navy, apple, light oxford, classic red, 
convoy grey and bright royal. The Jog Pants (268 M/F) come in black, 
french navy and light oxford. 

There have also been additions to the colour palette of existing Au-
thentic Collection styles, with the Authentic Hooded Sweat (265 M/F) 
and the Authentic Zipped Hooded Sweat (266 M/F) gaining convoy 
grey, bottle green and lime, and the Authentic Sweat (262M) having 
lime added.
w www.russelleurope.com
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Authentic Collection totally on trend 
Russell Europe’s Authentic Sweat Collection has been hugely popular 
since its introduction. Offering great quality, sensibly priced and with a 
contemporary fit, this premium range is loved by customers for its su-
perior fabric composition and super soft, brushed feel against the skin.

Launched to capture the spirit of the original Sweat invented by the 
brand, the Authentic Sweat Collection continues its evolution in 2017 
with three new designs, an Authentic Sweat Jacket and Authentic 
Cuffed Jog Pants for men and ladies.

The Authentic Sweat Jacket (267M) looks fantastic with its straighter 
cut and cadet collar. Sporty but elegant, this style is certain to be in 
high demand with the retail, promotions, travel, tourism and educa-
tion sectors. The Authentic Collection is already highly sought after in 
the college sector and this Authentic Jacket looks set to be another 
winner on campus.

The new Authentic Cuffed Jog Pants (268M/268F)

The Men’s Authentic Sweat Jacket (267M)

i
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The growing popularity of athleisure has prompted an increased choice of retail sportswear that both performs 

well and looks good. We review some of the standout styles and their imprint pairs

soft polyviscose blend.
For men there is the Superdry Gym Sport 

Runner Vest in eye-searingly fluorescent orange. 
Made from a moisture-wicking, 92% polyes-
ter/8% elastane fabric, it has reflective seams 
and an athletic fit. Its imprint pair is the Cool 
Vest (JC007) from Just Cool by AWDis. Made 
from the brand’s Neoteric textured fabric, it has 
inherent wickability, UV-protection and a curved 
back hem.

Littlewoods has some excellent sportswear 
on offer at the moment, including Nike Dry 
Printed Tempo Shorts for women. These feature 
an elastic waistband with an internal drawcord 
and an internal key pocket, while a Dri-Fit crepe 
liner wicks away sweat. Offering up a great 
match for decorators is the Women’s Active 

Short (KK926) from Kustom Kit’s Gamegear 
collection, which features contrast piping and 
binding to side, is made from dry wicking fabric, 
has an elasticated drawcord waist and zipped 
back pocket, and is available in black/white and 
navy/white.

The final item this month is Adidas Originals 
Blue Geology Tights, also from Littlewoods. The 
tights are made from 90% polyester/10% Span-
dex and have an elasticated waistband, and are 
more than matched in appeal by SF’s Women’s 
Reversible Work-Out Leggings (SK424) in its 
new-for-2017 charcoal/bright Aztec shade, 
which is simply glorious. The leggings are made 
from 89% polyester/11% elastane.

Trendwatch

The new Softex Crop Top from Spiro

T
TToToT

The Primark 
workout crop 
top

The New 
Look ‘No 
Limits’ 
racerback 
vest

The Women’s Flowy Racerbank Tank 

from Bella+Canvas

The Superdry Gym 
Sport Runner Vest

The Cool Vest from Just Cool 
by AWDis

The 
Gamegear 

Women’s 
Active 

Short from 
Kustom 

Kit

pp Top from Spiro
Top from S i
ToTo

Adidas Originals 
Blue Geology 
Tights

SF’s Women’s 
Reversible Work-

Out Leggings in 
new colourway 
charcoal/bright 

Aztec

Animal prints are an enduring favourite 
with the fashion crowd, and the latest 
sports crop top from Primark is a winner. 

Its muted grey shades elevate it to a completely 
different league from those leopard prints so 
beloved by Coronation Street’s Bet Lynch. The 
new Softex Crop Top (S282F) from Spiro in 
cloudy grey is an excellent base for those look-
ing to recreate the look. It is made from breath-
able, quick dry, 200 gsm, 88% polyester/12% 
elastane with Quick Dri treatment, is carbon 
brushed for peached softness and has flatlock 
seams.

Another top for sporty women is the New 
Look ‘No Limits’ racerback with rounded neck-
line and sleeveless design. It has a casual fit that 
is easy to replicate with the Women’s Flowy 
Racerback Tank (8800) from Bella+Canvas. 
Available in 16 colourways, it is made from a 

Nike Dry Printed 

Tempo Shorts from 

Littlewoods
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Ready to perform
New figures from the latest Sport England’s Active People Survey show that 15.83 million people over the age 

of 16 in England played sport in the 12 months leading up to April 2016, an increase of 340,000 on the previous 

year. The report also notes that an incredible one million more people are running compared to ten years ago. 

We’ve gathered together the latest performancewear to help you tap into this fast growing market

1
1.  SF’s Unisex Drop Shoulder Slogan Top (SF514) is 

an oversized top that offers a decoration area across 

the shoulders measuring an impressive 78 to 88 cm. 

For legs there is the new Women’s Reversible Work-

Out Leggings (SK424), which has a solid black on one 

side and an abstract print on the other, and features 

flatlock panel seams and a hidden coin-pocket in the 

waistband. SF also offers its Ladies Microfleece Jacket 

(SK028) and the Men’s Microfleece Jacket (SF028), 

both made from a 200 gsm polyester microfleece.

w www.sf-clothing.com

2. Chadwick Textiles reports that one of its best-

sellers is the Women’s Power-Stretch Legging (799). 

It is made from a 240 gsm, high density, technical, 

polyester/nylon/Spandex fabric, and the brand says 

“this great fitting garment competes with similar 

specialist branded garments at twice the price.” It 

has contoured, flatlock seams and offers moisture 

control along with thermal balance. Chadwick Textiles 

also offers a range of base layer and technical T-shirt 

products, and notes that its lightweight, warm 1/4 Zip 

Pro MidLayer (812) is “fast becoming a must-have 

garment for your locker”.

w www.chadwicktextiles.co.uk

3. No matter what adventure is planned, the new 

Quadra Submerge 25 Litre Waterproof Backpack 

(QX625) will be tough enough to see it through to the 

end. This eye-catching bag has an on-trend roll-top 

and is made from waterproof, tough, PVC tarpaulin 

and features a dual-sided EasyPanel for decoration, 

compression straps, enhanced visibility reflective 

accents, external mesh pocket, padded mesh shoulder 

straps and an ergonomic, breathable, padded, mesh 

back panel. It is available in black/black or yellow/black.

w www.quadrabags.com

4. Russell says its Authentic Hooded Sweat (265M/F), 

along with the Authentic Zipped Hooded Sweat 

(266M/F), is a great choice for fitness and training in 

the winter thanks to its double layer hood, headphone 

access and choice of 10 colours. The brand advises 

that its Authentic Sweats combine a soft touch feel, 

contemporary cut and excellent printability, as well 

as having a three-layer construction for comfort and 

performance. Also highlighted by the brand are the 

Sweat Pants (750M) and the Sport Shell 5000 Jacket 

(520M/F), which has been engineered for high activity.

w www.russelleurope.com 
 

5. Gazelle Sports’s Running Tops, available in men’s 

and women’s styles, are made from 100% polyester 

and feature CoolDry technology to keep wearers 

cool and comfortable. The tops have crew necks, 

raglan sleeves and flatlock stitching on the seams to 

prevent rubbing. The men’s style has been generously 

cut for comfort, while the women’s top has shaped 

lady-fit styling with a slightly longer back. Both styles 

have mesh side panels for extra breathability and are 

available in seven colours.

w www.gazellesports.biz
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6. Stormtech Performance Apparel’s Lotus 

¼ Zip is made from a Spandex fleece fabric 

which features performance-inspired H2X-Dry 

moisture-wicking technology. The company says 

it “offers incredible freedom of movement and 

breathability when worn as a layering piece”. 

This fleece top was designed with performance 

in mind with technical details including contrast 

flatlock stitching, contrast underarm and side 

panels, chin saver, thumbholes, and convertible 

hand warmer cuffs – perfect for keeping hands 

warm while hiking or after a workout, suggests 

Stormtech.

w www.stormtech.eu

7. An increasing demand for performance 

fabrics led Henbury to develop a range of 

polo shirts made from smart fabrics. The Long 

Sleeved Coolplus Polo Shirt (H478), which 

can be used as a base layer for winter sports, 

is made from a wicking yarn that transports 

moisture vapour away from the body to the 

surface of the garment. The 180 gsm, 100% 

polyester is easy to care for and quick to dry. 

Also included in the range is the Men’s Coolplus 

Wicking Polo Shirt (H475, women’s style H476), 

the Men’s Coolplus Anti-Bacterial Polo Shirt 

(H472) and the Men’s CoolTouch Textured Stripe 

Polo Shirt (H473).

w www.henbury.com

8. The Girlie Cool 1/2 Zip Sweat (JC036, men’s 

style JC031) is a great addition to any activewear 

wardrobe. It features a 1/2 zip, stand-up collar 

for warmth and a raglan sleeve design for ease of 

movement. The men’s and women’s styles come 

in a choice of five contrast colourways, including 

jet black/fire red. Also recommended by Just 

Cool by AWDis are its Cool T (JC001) and Girlie 

Cool T (JC005), which are made from AWDis’ 

own Neoteric fabric with inherent wickability, and 

the Men’s Cool Sports Legging (JC083) and Girlie 

Cool Capri (JC086).

w www.justcoolbyawdis.com

9. “Gamegear’s 100% polyester mesh 

sports vests (KK973 for men and KK963 for 

women) boast a contemporary design as well 

as providing excellent comfort and versatility 

across sporting disciplines,” reports Kustom 

Kit. Both garments feature Cooltex material to 

wick moisture away from the skin, feature a 

curved back hem for enhanced coverage at the 

back and have either a white or black base with 

contrast side panels in striking colours such as 

electric blue. They can be decorated in a number 

of ways, including sublimation, heat transfer and 

embroidery.

w www.kustomkit.com

10. PenCarrie offers a wide range of fitness 

and performancewear garments from brands 

such as Spiro, Sol’s, Just Cool by AWDis and 

Tombo. It highlights the new-for-2016 Spiro 

Ladies Impact Softex Fitness Top (SR281F), 

which is made from a quick-dry, breathable 

fabric, which is carbon-brushed for peached 

softness. It has a racerback and comes in seven 

colours. Also flagged up by PenCarrie is the 

breathable, textured Sol’s Sporty Performance 

T-Shirt (11939), and the AWDis Just Cool Gym 

Bag (JC098), which comes in a choice of seven 

colours.

w www.pencarrie.com
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11. In 2017, TriDri – which 

Ralawise hails as being “your 

go-to sports brand that will 

stylishly get you from start to 

finish quickly” – will introduce 15 

new styles along with a variety 

of new colourways, including 

on-trend camo. The lightweight 

and breathable garments in the 

range, such as vest tops, fitness 

leggings, polos and softshells, 

feature technical wicking fabrics 

and strategically placed mesh 

panels to ensure wearers remain 

cool however strenuous the 

workout. Included in the range is the Women’s Panelled TriDri Tech Tee (TR021, 

men’s style TR011), which has mesh underarms and a full mesh back for 

ventilation.

w www.ralawise.com 

12. Regatta launched its new Activewear range this summer [for a more 

in-depth look, turn to page 32]. The brand reports that this new sportswear 

range features breathable technology, intelligent design and quick-drying fabric. 

The Tokyo Shorts for men are made from light yet durable Taslan fabric for cool 

comfort, and have a slim-line, stretch waistband with an internal drawcord. Also 

in the new range is the seamless, streamlined Rio Vest with antibacterial finish 

for men and women, which is made from Isovent piqué fabric for enhanced 

breathability. 

w www.regattaprofessional.com

13. New for 2017 from BagBase is the Studio Waistpack (BG144). Available 

in black, electric pink, jet black and silver, this 100% polyester bag is ideal for 

sports people who want to keep their valuables and fitness essentials close to 

hand while exercising. It has a TearAway label, adjustable webbing belt with 

secure clip fastener, a large zippered main pocket and a zippered rear pocket.

w www.bagbase.com
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14. “No matter if you swap outdoor runs with 

the treadmill or just keep lifting weights, the 

Stedman Active Sports Top is a perfect match,” 

says the brand. The men’s Active Sports Top 

(ST8010) and women’s style (ST8110) are 

made from a tight-knit interlock fabric for great 

moisture control. The Active-Dry polyester is 

soft and durable (as well as very elastic, says 

Stedman), and its smooth surface is ideal for 

printing. “With a fitted cut and strong colours, 

it combines all the functional features you’d 

expect from good sportswear – keep looking 

good while working out,” adds the brand.

w www.stedman.eu

15. According to Gildan, its Performance 

T-shirts “make it easy to go the distance”. 

Designed for an active lifestyle and made from 

100% polyester spun to feel like cotton, these 

tees offer moisture-wicking and odour-fighting 

properties. They feature twin needle stitching 

on the sleeves and hem and come in a variety 

of styles for children, women and men, with 

both long and short sleeve styles available. The 

women’s styles have a semi-fitted, contoured 

silhouette with side seams.

w www.mygildan.eu 

16. Finden+Hales offers three moisture 

management fabrics for its garments – 

CoolPass, CoolPlus and TopCool – all of 

which keep the wearer cool and dry. One of 

the brand’s best performing polos is the Piped 

CoolPlus Pique (men’s LV370, women’s LV371 

and kids’ LV372). It is made from 200 gsm, 

100% polyester CoolPlus fabric, which is easy 

care, and shrink- and crease-resistant. Also 

from Finden+Hales is the sports fit Performance 

Panel T-Shirt (LV240), a crew neck tee with 

raglan sleeves and cut-and-sew side panels 

with contrast piping, that is made from 100% 

polyester TopCool birds eye in 140 gsm.

w www.findenandhales.com 

17. Spiro launched its Impact Fitness Wear 

Collection this autumn. This on-trend colour 

collection uses Softex fabric – a peach soft, 

carbon-brushed, quick dry textile with a high 

elastane content for HighTec stretch, comfort 

and elasticity. There are six garments in the 

collection, including the full fit, breathable, 

quick-dry Impact Softex T Shirt (S280F), which 

comes in seven colourways; Shorts (S283F), 

which feature an elasticated band; Top (S281F); 

Crop Top (S282F); Capri Pants (S284F); and 

Tank Top (S285F). Turn to page 34  to see 

Spiro’s new range of compression garments.

w www.spiroactivewear.com

18. New this year from Fruit of the Loom is 

the Lady-Fit Active Performance Vest (61-418-

0, men’s style also available). The vest is part 

of the Fruit Active Performance range, which 

offers quick-drying, moisture-wicking garments 

such as T-shirts, shorts and polo shirt. 

Made from technical fabrics, they are ideal 

for gym goers and sporty types. The Active 

Performance products can all be teamed with 

Fruit’s range of Sweats, which offer a range of 

styles as well as three fabric choices: Classic, 

Premium and Lightweight.

w www.fruitoftheloom.co.uk
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panel. “We have seen a trend towards reflective products in retail 
and wanted to add this trend into our marketplace,” says Katie. The 
reflective panel also has a mesh overlay – indeed, out of the 10 new 
Tombo products for next year, three of the garments and two of the 
bags have mesh panels. “We feel the mesh adds to the design fea-
tures as well as enhancing comfort next to the skin,” Katie adds.

The top’s other features include thumbholes, tear-out label, nylon 
1/4 zip, and self-fabric collar. It is currently available in black and grey 
marl, although Katie adds that the brand is “constantly looking at up-
and-coming colour trends to enhance our product range.”

In terms of embellishment, Tombo recommends that the TL555 is 
best suited to embroidery, print or reflective decorations.
w www.tomboclothing.co.uk

In January 2017, there will be 10 new products in the Tombo 
brochure, the design of which the brand notes has been driven by 
“function, fashion, fit and innovation”. Ranging from women’s 

styles to accessories, the new styles include the 1/4 Zip Top With 
Reflective Panels (TL555)

This striking new zip top, which is made from 180 gsm, 100% 
polyester French terry, has received a great response from the main 
distributors and selected customers, reports Tombo’s managing direc-
tor Katie Stewart. “We feel the design highlights the versatility of the 
garment. It can be used for multiple activities – from activewear to 
urban streetwear. The TL555 is a great athleisurewear piece that looks 
good in the gym or as an urbanwear product.”

There is a strong fashion influence to all of the new Tombo gar-
ments for 2017, which is something customers and distributors have 
asked for, explains Katie. The brand also keeps a close eye on retail 
market trends, ensuring all the new garments have the right appeal. 
The new 1/4 zip top is a unisex product that is available in sizes XS-
2XL, making it accessible to everyone. “The design of the garment 
also speaks to that,” Katie comments.

One of the key features of the new top is the reflective shoulder 

We have seen a trend towards reflective 

products in retail ”

The 1/4 Zip Top With Reflective Panels in black The reflective panels are a key feature of Tombo’s new performance style

i
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19. The Just Hoods Zoodie (JH057) and 

Girlie Sleeveless Zoodie (JH057F) are “favourites 

with dance schools and gym goers throughout 

the UK”. The sleeveless, zipped hoodies have 

a double fabric hood and kangaroo pouch 

pocket. The women’s style comes in a choice 

of six shades and has contrast drawcords and 

metal detailing, while the men’s style comes 

in fives shades and has flat, white drawcords. 

Also highlighted by the brand are its Campus 

Sweatpants (JH070) and Girlie Jogpants (JH075).

w www.justhoodsbyawdis.com

20. According to Tombo, function, fit and style 

are at the forefront of the brand’s fashion-forward 

sports styles. New for 2016 is the Ladies Running 

Hoodie (TL551), which features reflective tape 

down the sleeves, inner MP3 pocket, thumb 

holes, zipped pockets and a funnel hooded neck 

with drawcords and toggles. It comes in purple 

marl, grey marl and black, and, like the Men’s 

Lightweight Running Hoodie (TL550), can be 

teamed with what Tombo calls a highlight of its 

range, the 100% polyester Slim Fit T-Shirt (TL516, 

men’s style TL515).

w www.tomboclothing.co.uk

21. BMB, which already offers sportswear 

brand Orion, has added Aptus Performance to its 

offering. The new collection of stock-supported 

garments uses technical fabrics and “excellent 

design”, and includes, for girls, a short sleeve 

training top, polo shirt, full zip training top, full 

length leggings, skort and training shorts; and for 

boys, a short sleeve training top, polo shirt, ¼ zip 

training top, training shorts, slim leg training pants 

and a rain jacket. BMB’s Medallion Sportswear 

range has six new additions including a Protec 

Rugby Shirt, Protec Shorts and Cuatro Fleece.

w www.bluemaxbanner.co.uk

22. This summer GForce launched a fully 

sublimated hoodie made from the company’s 

new Tech23 fabric. Developed by GForce, Tech23 

is a lightweight fabric that can be worn as a layer 

when training on cold days, and has a fleece 

inner lining to maximise comfort. As it can be fully 

sublimated, teams and sports people can add as 

many logos, sponsors and images as possible.

w www.gforcesportswear.co.uk

23. BTC Activewear stocks a wide range 

of performancewear from brands including 

Stormtech, Spiro and Gamegear, among others. 

Stormtech provides highly technical outdoor 

apparel, perfect for extreme weather conditions 

and sport, including the Men’s Atmosphere 3-in-1 

Jacket (SSJ-1, pictured) and the Men’s Gravity 

Thermal Jacket (AFP-1). Gamegear includes the 

Men’s Warmtex Long Sleeve Baselayer (KK979) 

– ideal for regulating body temperature – and the 

Hooded Top (KK921). The Spiro Bikewear range 

includes the Long Glove (S258X), which benefits 

from non-slip PU palm patches for added grip. 

w www.btcactivewear.co.uk
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team, we felt we were in the perfect position 
to move into the activewear world.”

The garments are notable for using in-
novative technical fabrics to complement 
the design features. “The range has been 
designed with ergonomics in mind and, 
as with all Regatta Professional products, 
we use the most technologically-advanced 
fabrics the market has to offer,” says Megan. 
“We are in a unique position in the market 
in that we have access to information on the 
best materials and designs for different users. 
Isovent fabric, which is used for our Beijing 
T-shirt, is ideal for high energy activity: its 
built-in, quick-drying and breathable qualities 
along with an antibacterial finish ensure com-

Regatta gets active
Regatta Professional has launched its first ever collection of sports garments. Megan Pacey introduces Images 

readers to the new R Activewear range

R
egatta Professional has entered the 
sportswear market with R Activewear 
– a range of 15 new styles designed 
to cater for all weathers, with options 

stretching from waterproof lightweight jack-
ets to taslen fabric shorts. The personalised 
performancewear is aimed at both men and 
women, and promises “ultimate comfort for 
maximum results”. It comes in a selection of 
sizes and colours, with Regatta Professional 
describing it as a range that suits everyone.

Senior brand executive Megan Pacey 
explains the inspiration behind this new 
product development: “R Activewear was 
born from the desire to offer our clients the 
full package. Regatta Professional covers 
everyday workwear, hardwearing clothing, 
kidswear and clothing for professionals, 
so our sports range completes the brand. 
We have a strong history of understanding 
different markets and their needs so with 
this knowledge and a strong product design 

The R Activewear range uses “the most technologically-advanced fabrics”

The products have all been designed to be true sports 

items, which move with the wearer during high intensity activity”

fort. The Moscow Shell Jacket is made with 
lightweight Isolite polyamide fabric, which 
offers a waterproof, windproof and breath-
able finish, allowing sports teams to train in 
all weather.”

A real brand competitor
When asked what makes this range stand 
out from the other performance activewear 
ranges already on the market, Megan replies: 
“Our breadth of sizes and colours combined 
with our unique blend of fabrics are what 
make R Activewear a real brand competitor. 
We’ve created a truly inclusive range, for all 
weather and activity. It’s made for team per-
formance, and the colours and designs create 

http://www.images-magazine.com/


Megan concludes by saying, “We are 
incredibly proud of the new range and be-
lieve that the fabrics used and the fit of the 
products will really allow the product to sell 
itself. “
w www.regattaprofessional.com
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a recognisable brand. We have also focused 
heavily on the fit of the garments: the prod-
ucts have all been designed to be true sports 
items, which move with the wearer during 
high intensity activity. The women’s products 
have been fitted for women’s bodies, which 
sounds obvious, but we have definitely found 
isn’t always the case in this market!”

Specific design features such as seamless 
leggings, weighted zip pulls and brushed 
back fabric, have received the most trac-
tion from customers so far, reports Megan. 
“We’ve had requests for even more colour 
options, which is always a positive, and plans 
are in place for this.”

The range has been designed with garment 
decorators also firmly in mind, she adds. “At 
Regatta Professional we blend simple designs 
with technologically advanced fabrics, allow-
ing decorators to place logos either on the 
front or back of the product. This enables 
customers to make the product their own, 
and the R Activewear range has the added 
advantage of having no external branding or 
labels.”

Regatta Professional has flown out of the 
blocks with this, its first sportswear collec-
tion, yet the brand is clearly only just getting 
into its stride in the activewear market, and 
is already accelerating into the next stage of 
product development. “We never stand still 
on any of our ranges and so work has already 

The Sochi Softshell (TRA691, men’s style 

TRA690) is a wind- and shower-resistant 

softshell with panels made from Extol, a 

stretch fabric that allows for freedom of 

movement. Other key features include 

a deep funnel neck; elasticated cuffs, 

hems and collar; shockcord hem; and 

reflective trims. It comes in navy/white, 

black/classic red and black/hot pink for 

women, and in navy/white, black/classic 

red and black/lime zest for men.

Aimed at both men and women, the R Activewear styles promise “ultimate comfort for maximum results”

begun on developing the new R Activewear 
range,” Megan advises. “Based on customer 
feedback and market research we are excited 
about launching the next phase of this range, 
which will include even more innovative de-
signs, allowing customers to reach even more 
consumers.”

SOCHI SOFTSHELL

SS & PERFORMANCEWEAR

The lightweight Salt Lake Polo (TRS160, 

women’s style TRS161) uses quick-

drying, breathable Isovent pique fabric. 

It has an antibacterial finish as well 

ergonomic, flat seams and split side 

hems, making it a great choice for 

people on the move. Both styles come 

in navy/white, Oxford blue/navy, black/

classic red and classic red/black. The 

women’s also comes in white/light steel, 

and the men’s in white/navy.

SALT LAKE POLO 

The Moscow Shell (TRW479, women’s 

style TRW480) is made from lightweight 

Isolite polyamide fabric with a waterproof 

and breathable finish. The garment has 

a sports mesh lining along with elastic 

sleeve cuffs, weighted zip and reflective 

trims. Both the men’s and women’s 

styles come in navy/white and black/

classic red colourways, with black/lime 

zest also available for men and black/hot 

pink for women.

MOSCOW SHELL

GYM, FITN
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emission, and can be used during air travel to 
improve blood flow, which opens up yet more 
markets to target, especially as they can easily 
be worn under normal clothes.

The Quad and Arm Sleeves come in black, 
and the Calf Sleeve comes in black/grey, or-
ange/grey and pink/grey. A red colourway will 
be added to the Arm Sleeve and Calf Sleeve in 
early Spring.

Decoration advice 
Gary Layzell, Spiro’s print specialist, suggests 
that as the garments are relatively small, cylin-
drical and extremely flexible, decorators avoid 
direct screen print and embroidery and instead 
opt for transfer printing.

“All the compression sleeves 
come in a variety of sizes and 
styles to fit different body parts: 
calf, quad and arm,” explains 
Gary. “Therefore each product 
will have a slightly different 
maximum print area. However, 
as a rule of thumb most people 
will decorate the contrast cuffs 
or run a design along the mid-
dle of the sleeve. Prints of this 
type will usually be no more 
than about 70 x 20 mm on the 
cuff and maybe 150 x 50 mm 

Putting the pressure on
Spiro introduces a new cross-selling opportunity for decorators

I
n October, Spiro launched its new Com-
pression range, which consists of the 
Calf Sleeve (S290X), Arm Sleeve 
(S291X) and Quad 

Sleeve (S292X). 
“Spiro China is 

a fast growing 
brand for fitness 
and, in particular, 
running. Having 
been co-sponsors of 
both the gruelling Gobi Desert marathon and 
the city-based Shanghai marathon, we were 
aware products such as compression sleeves 
for quad, calf and arm support are essential 
kit components for endurance competitions 
such as these,” says David Sanders-Smith, 
Result Clothing and Spiro’s managing director. 

The CEO of Spiro China, Echo Lui, a mara-
thon runner, made a study of the market and 
what was needed, and then sourced the best 
available materials for the range. “This in-
spired us to develop a compression range that 
would help athletes taking part in all types of 
fitness activity, not only in the endurance field. 
Made from super soft, quick-dry fabric, these 
breathable garments offer graduated com-
pression with their high density construction 
preventing stiffness, cramp, muscle fatigue 
and micro muscle injuries. Offering 360° 
compression around the calf, arm and quads, 
these new styles absorb shockwave effects on 
muscles, veins and joints for a more comfort-
able workout experience,” David advises.

The Quad Sleeve includes a silicon leg grip, 
while all three products feature a seamless 
knit along with a shaped-to-fit design that 
supports the body’s natural angles. They are 
easy to pull on and off, are made from a thin, 
lightweight material that maximises heat 

along the sleeve. An all-over print could prove 
difficult as this tends to be done to garments 
before manufacture while the fabrics are still 
in panel or roll form. It could, however, be 
‘simulated’ to some degree with clever place-
ment of transfers.

“The choice of inks and vinyls is important. 
The sleeves will be stretched quite consider-
ably when worn and there is a danger of the 
transfer cracking if it’s not flexible enough. 
With screen printed transfers I would recom-
mend that a flexibility additive is added to 
inks, and powder adhesives based on polyes-
ter or, even better, polyurethane be used to 
maximise the stretch. Printers may even need 
to consider adjusting artworks during the 
origination stage to allow for any distortion 
caused by the sleeve stretching. This will allow 
for a much better reproduction of images 
once the sleeve is being worn.

“There is a plethora of different vinyls and 
digital print media now and I would recom-
mend that printers discuss the flexibility of 
products with their supplier whilst explaining 
what the requirements are.”
w www.spiroactivewear.com

Decoration applied 
to the contrast cuff

The Arm Sleeve and Quad Sleeve

[left] The Calf Sleeve; [above, l to r] The three new 
products in close-up - Calf Sleeve, Arm Sleeve and 
Quad Sleeve 
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Talking performancewear 
with Simon Ward
Simon Ward, group sales director for Graham Gardner and Gymphlex, discusses the 

new GForce Essentials range and how clever positioning of logos can modernise a 

sportswear style

What prompted the introduction of the 

GForce Essentials range?

Gymphlex has been supplying school 
sportswear for many years, but the introduc-
tion of the GForce Teamwear brand in 2008 
was a game changer for us. As GForce has 
continued to gain traction in the market and 
increase in popularity, now seemed like the 
perfect time to broaden the offering out to 
an even wider range of schools, hence the 
development of GForce Essentials.

GForce Essentials is a bespoke range, which 
is aimed at schools that want to invest in 
the appearance of their students and sports 
teams. It makes use of seven design tem-
plates, incorporating garments such as games 
shirts, T-shirts, shorts and skorts. Positioned 
at an attractive price point, this latest offering 
will, we believe, satisfy a gap in the school 
sportswear market.

How challenging is it to manufacture 

a performance product that is 

positioned at a lower price point?

It is always a challenge to achieve this! 
We are very aware how price sensitive the 
market is at the moment. There is a lot of 
competition out there and we are constantly 
balancing the designs we can offer with 
affordability and value for money. GForce 
Essentials fills a gap in the school market for 
those schools that want their sportswear to 
contribute to a unique feel and identity, but 
don’t have the budget for the top premium 
offering. We have been able to control our 
pricing structure by offering the range in a 
set number of colours and styles so it is more 
affordable to the wider market.

What has customer feedback to the 

range been like so far?

We recently launched the range at the 
Schoolwear Show and the response was 
fantastic. The feedback was that people liked 
the designs and the thought that had gone 
into creating the range, which is really posi-
tive. It has left us feeling very excited!

How do you think the performance 

apparel market will develop over the 

next few years?

There are always new fabrics coming into 
the market and our design team is continu-
ally looking to incorporate these into new 
designs. Increasingly, organisations want 
sportswear that not only performs well, but 
also has a bespoke appearance that creates 
an identity and makes students or staff feel 
part of something. We have to make sure 
we are meeting this customer demand in the 
years ahead.

What are the key style trends in 

performance apparel at the moment?

Designs that you wouldn’t necessarily as-
sociate with sportswear are becoming more 
popular. I think this is because the line 
between sportswear and normal, everyday 
clothing is becoming more and more blurred 
so we have to be smarter with our designs. It 
is much more trend driven. 

And the key trends in colour?

I would say classic colours are still popular. 
For example, the GForce Essentials range is 
provided in traditional school colours such as 
bottle green, royal blue, red, navy and gold. 
In fact, 12 different colours that purposely fit 
the schools market are available for the core 
garments. 

What are the main types of decoration 

currently seen on performance 

apparel? 

Printing and embroidery are still the go to 
methods for decoration. We are beginning 
to use logos in different places though, so 
whereas usually a school crest would be on 
the left chest area, now we may have them 
on the sleeve or high on the shoulder. The 
positioning of the logo is important because 
it can modernise the look of a garment.

If you are playing around with the posi-
tioning of logos then it is vital to ensure the 
garment still looks balanced. Decoration has 
to enhance and work with the item.

What’s the best piece of marketing 

and sales advice you can give to 

Images readers to help them sell more 

GForce garments?

Bespoke sportswear is increasing in preva-
lence in the market, and end users are now 
much more accustomed to the concept, so 
my advice would be to sell the virtues of 
what a bespoke garment can do for a school, 
team or business. It’s all about developing a 
brand identity that everyone feels part of and 
that will give any team an edge on the play-
ing field too!
w www.gforcesportswear.co.uk

The GForce 
Essentials range 
was launched at 
the Schoolwear 
Show in October
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2017 brochure preview 
Grab a sneak peek of the catalogues and brochures set to land on your doorstep in 2017

Kustom Kit

“Following in the footsteps of the highly ac-
claimed 2016 Brand Directory, Kustom Kit’s 2017 
brochure is set to be a storming success,” says the 
Kustom Kit team. It explains that the key objec-
tive of the brochure is to reflect the quality and 
sophistication of the Kustom Kit brand, which is 
why the team has spent time and effort styling 
the 2017 garments in line with current retail 
trends. 
w www.kustomkit.com

PenCarrie

PenCarrie’s 2017 Full Col-
lection brochure will be in a 
handy, compact size – perfect 
for posting. It is an exact rep-
lica of the standard brochure, 
with 12 new contemporary 
new covers to choose from, but reduced in size and weight. PenCarrie will 
still be producing the standard brochure as well, and its digital brochures will 
be available to download for free from 16 December, 2016. 
w www.pencarrie.com/marketing/brochures

Result Junior & Youth
For 2017, Result has updated its brochure with 
new content and new photography, packaging it 
all in a 56-page, A5 handbook. Available now, it 
is a pocket-sized summary of the brand’s range 
of childrenswear garments, includes all current 
items as well as the latest additions to the Junior 
& Youth range, and is ideal for presenting or 
sending to customers and distributors.
w www.resultclothing.com

Spiro
Activewear brand Spiro’s brochure for 2017 
is a 144-page, A5 handbook that features all 
new colour photography and uses a storyboard 
concept to allow readers to envisage how the 
coordinated garments can complement each 
other when devising a plan for teamwear or 
club kits. Included in the brochure are Spiro’s 
new Fitness, Basketball and Impact collections, 
and the new Compression garments.
w www.spiroactivewear.com

Gildan

The Gildan line is being expanded with six new 
styles and 99 colours for 2017. The company says 
its hot styles for next year are the Gildan Softstyle 
Adult Double Piqué Polo (64800), with a Eurofit 
silhouette that gives a closer fit in the shoulders, 
and the women’s companion style (64800L). The 
Adult Crew T-Shirt (64000) in Softstyle range now 
comes in 19 more new shades.
w www.mygildan.eu

Regatta Professional
“Regatta Professional products are made 
for work and styled for life,” says the brand. 
“Stretch fabrics, taped seams, warm linings 
and removable inners are just a small number 
of features in the Professional range.” Choose 
from stylish diamond quilted bodywarmers and 
softshell jackets, to clothing with high spec 
protection. Professional also caters for kids, 
with a wide selection of clothing packed with 
technology.
w www.regattaprofessional.com

Regatta Hardwear
Regatta Hardwear uses waterproof and breath-
able technologies along with quick-drying fabrics 
and reinforced materials to create garments for 
hardworking teams. Included in the range are hi-
vis clothing and safety boots, thermal vests and 
heavy-duty bomber jackets. “Jackets, trousers, 
footwear and accessories provide the complete 
clothing solution, so prepare your workforce 
with Regatta Hardwear,” says the brand.
w www.regattaprofessional.com

Regatta Standout 
“The Standout range provides a 
variety of colour and choice, come 
rain or shine,” says Regatta. “Perfect 
for events, promotions, exhibitions or 
roadshows, trust the specialist cloth-
ing range to kit out your team to 
look the part.” The Standout range 
offers a large selection of colours, 
with many products available in a 
choice of 15 colourways.
w www.regattaprofessional.com

R Activewear
The new R Activewear range offers a 
selection of sportswear, from comfort-
able leggings and tough-wearing shorts to 
weatherproof jackets and double layered 
socks. Created with ergonomics in mind, the 
Regatta Activewear range features a number 
of benefits including label-free seams, 
stretch fabric and products made with light 
yet durable material.
w www.regattaprofessional.com

Sol’s
The new 2017 Sol’s collection features 97 new 
products to complete the now extensive 422- 
product catalogue. Showcasing products that 
cater to all types of professions and activities, Sol’s 
says the catalogue demonstrates more than ever 
the meaning of Anywear by Sol’s. Seven collec-
tions are highlighted in the new catalogue in a 
range of over 140 colours.
w www.sols-europe.com
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Stedman
In its 2017 catalogue, Stedman not only 
showcases its collection but also introduces 
a new, modernised brand logo. There are 
nine new styles in the catalogue, including 
the Finest Cotton-T, an ultra-light T-shirt with 
a premium look and feel, and high elasticity. 
The Active Softest Shell Jacket is a lightweight 
jacket, while for men there is a choice of 
modern Henley T-shirts, with three short or 
long-sleeved styles.
w www.stedman.eu

Finden+Hales
The new 2017 brochure from Finden+Hales 
is conveniently sectioned into polos, tees, 
outerwear and accessories, and features 
a range of photography in leisure and 
workwear environments to show how 
versatile the collection can be. The 2017 
Finden+Hales collection has expanded the 
moisture management range once again 
with the introduction of the new Topcool 
Contrast Polo (LV355).
w www.findenandhales.com

Front Row

Front Row is all about laidback and 
easy-going designs, with styles including 
knitwear, chinos, tag-free polos, supersoft 
sweats and rugbys. Its tag-free range has 
grown with four new styles for 2017, in-
cluding new sweats and a casual, supersoft 
shirt. The Front Row brochure includes lots 
of handy information such as size specifica-
tions, Pantones, how to measure guides 
and marketing. 
w www.frontrowclothing.co.uk

- 2 0 1 7 -

Henbury

“The Henbury 2017 collection presents a 
blend of innovation with contemporary 
styling,” says the brand. Fourteen new 
styles are introduced in Henbury’s brochure 
for 2017, including three new versions of 
the men’s Oxford shirt, as well as women’s 
Oxford shirts, tapered-leg trousers, jumpers 
and polos. The new brochure includes new 
collection previews, Pantone colour informa-
tion, how to measure guide and garment size 
specification.
w www.henbury.com

Larkwood
The Larkwood Baby and Toddler collection 
offers an extremely cute range of young 
childrenswear, says the brand, adding: “We 
use the softest of fabrics and the gentlest of 
styling with lots of lovely detailing to make 
all of our clothing extra special.” The new 
brochure has information on the products, 
and is spacious, light and easy to navigate.
w www.larkwoodclothing.com

Mumbles
The new 2017 collection from Mumbles 
contains product information such as size 
and print area, offers useful information 
on the suitability of the bears broken 
down by age group – and includes the 
new Zippie Bears range. “Soft, cuddly and 
adorable, the Mumbles collection has a 
range of bears, animals and accessories to 
suit all occasions and is perfect for person-
alisation,” says the company.
w www.the-mumbles.co.uk

Orn International
Orn International is keeping its new Cloth-
ing Collection Catalogue under wraps until 
the new year, so you’ll just have to make 
do with admiring its striking cover for the 
next month!
w www.ornclothing.com

SF

SF’s new lookbook for 2017 contains Pantone 
and size guides, has a brand new look – and 
15 new styles. Included in the new styles is the 
Feel Good Roll Neck Top for men and women, 
which the brand says is perfect for wintery 
weather. For summer there is the new High 
Neck Crop Vest for women and children, as 
well as a Skinni Jeans for men and women.
w www.sf-clothing.com

Towel City

Towel City’s collection brochure is laid out 
in neat sections, is easy to navigate, and 
has plenty of useful information – including 
sizes – that readers will want to keep and 
re-use. Included in the collection are four 
new additions: a children’s robe, a draw-
string laundry bag, a short pyjama set with 
bag, and a long pant pyjama set with bag.
w www.towelcity.co.uk

Tombo

The 2017 brochure from Tombo features 
product information and Pantone guides, as 
well the 10 new styles. “Function, fashion, 
fit and innovation are at the forefront of 
design,” says the brand. “Tombo 2017 is 
an evolution of style. Runners, gym-goers 
and trainers unite to become the athlete of 
tomorrow today.”
w www.tomboclothing.co.uk
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It’s in the bag
Early figures suggest that the introduction of the 5p charge for single-use plastic bags in England last October has 

seen their usage drop by more than 80% over the past year. Discover the latest shoppers on the market, as well 

as stylish innovations in corporate, school and work bags, such as new roll-top backpacks

BagBase: On-trend roll top

BagBase is introducing the bang on-trend 
Tarp Roll-Top Backpack (BG815) in 2017. 
The clean-looking, urban bag with its 
eye-catching roll top closure is made from 
waterproof tarpaulin PVC. Key features 
include a hidden stash pocket, grab handle, 
padded adjustable shoulder straps and a 
TearAway label for easy rebranding. It’s 
available in black, has a 15-litre capacity 
and a maximum print area of 20 x 14 cm.
w www.bagbase.com

Shugon Bags & Leather Goods: 

Bespoke bag options

“Shugon Bags & Leather Goods has been 
designing and manufacturing bags and 
leather goods for over 30 years,” explains 
the brand, adding that its bags are de-
signed with customers’ needs in mind, and 
are “practical, functional products that are 
affordable whilst retaining the highest qual-
ity”. Its bespoke bag service is perfect for 
those seeking a unique style, and almost 
any colour can be matched to a Pantone 
reference. Stock bags cover sports, travel, 
schools and business, and range from the 
best-selling Stafford drawstring backpack 
to a versatile trolley holdall.
w www.shugon.com

Xpres: Sublimation gym sac

“The lightweight sublimation Gym Sac 
oozes style alongside practicality and is 
proving popular with sublimation decora-
tors,” says Xpres. Decorators can match 
personalised designs with the drawcord 
handles in a choice of four colourways, 
which have been designed for easy closure 
and access to the main compartment.

Made from robust polyester, the bag has 
a large area for sublimation prints, resulting 
in it being widely used for fashion, sports, 
school clubs and promotions. 
“Xpres has a wide range of high quality, 
stylish bags available from large backpacks 
and holdalls to sublimation tote bags, per-
fect for any occasion,” adds the brand.
w www.xpres.co.uk

Finden+Hales: Three team bags

Finden+Hales offers a range of bags includ-
ing the wipe clean, 10-litre Team Shoe Bag 
(LV984) with contrast colour panels and 
an end strap. The Ultimate Team Backpack 
(LV985) is also wipe clean and has a 20-litre 
capacity, padded straps for comfort, chest 
and waist buckles, two mesh bottle holder 
pockets, three pockets (all zippered), inner 
organiser section for pens and gadgets, an 
MP3 headphone post, and a rubber carry 
handle. The 35-litre Ultimate Team Holdall 
(LV986) features double zippered external 
pockets, a padded over-the-shoulder strap, 
a built-in shoe bag plus rubberised feet.
w www.findenandhales.com 

Just Cool by AWDis: Fit for 

purpose

The Cool Gym Bag (JC098) is a gym es-
sential, says Just Cool. It is built with a large 
main compartment, has a handy front zip 
pocket, and a detachable, adjustable strap. 
It is available in seven shades and the brand 
says it is purposely made to allow prints 
and embroidery to stand out.
w www.justcoolbyawdis.com

Regatta Professional: Standout 

rucksack

“Accessories are a fantastic new feature 
of the Regatta Standout range,” says the 
brand, adding, “A busy workforce needs 
somewhere to stow their accessories, so 
why not invest in the Standout Azusa 
Rucksack – available in 15 vibrant colours.” 
The brand new rucksack is made from 
hardwearing 600D polyester and features 
padded, adjustable shoulder straps and a 
padded back panel for extra comfort. The 
bag also has a zipped front pocket, a carry 
handle and easy grab zip puller. Colours 
range from black and classic red shades 
through to hot pink and keylime.
w www.regattaprofessional.com
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Prestige 0800 652 1234 | BTC activewear 0800 012 4542

PenCarrie 0800 252 248 | Ralawise 0800 212 180 | Ralawise Ireland 1-800 599 599

W433 Shimmer Jute Bottle Bag W103 Cotton Party Bag for Life W820 EarthAware™ Organic Spring Wristlet W118 Organic Cotton Draw Cord Bag

W
415  Jute Stuff B

ag

The Natural Choice
The fabulously festive Christmas collection from Westford Mill combines new products 

and colourways with classic favourites.  There are over twenty styles: from new Shimmer Jute 
designs with sparkling gold thread detail to eco-friendly bags and wristlets.

Give your gifts the Westford Mill touch this Christmas – the home of big value ‘Bags For Life’.

http://westfordmill.com/
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Front Row & Co: Cool canvas

Front Row & Co says its Canvas Holdall 
(FR960) is “cool, casual and holds all your 
favourite things”. It is available in an under-
stated yet retro washed navy colour that is 
accented by striped navy and ecru shoulder 
straps, which are easily detachable. These 
straps are attached by antique-style brass 
metal clips and there is also a handy strap 
at the end of the bag as an alternative 
to the longer, over-the-shoulder strap. 
The zips are all brass effect, including the 
internal zip.
w www.frontrowclothing.co.uk

Ralawise: Extended Nike range

Ralawise reports that backpacks are a 
‘huge’ A/W trend, with the brands creat-
ing a great selection for all markets, from 
schoolwear to corporate to outdoor. Nike 
has extended its bag offering this year with 
the launch of two new ranges. The Depar-
ture range, with its functional pockets and 
slick designs, is ideal for customers whether 
they are travelling to a business conference 
or are away on a golf trip, while the Sports 
range (pictured) is perfect for schools and 
sports clubs, and comes in a variety of 
on-trend marl colourways. Also highlighted 
by the distributor are Ogio’s All Elements 
Backpack (OG019), which has a completely 
waterproof, roll-top construction and a 
360° reflective screen print, and Westford 
Mill’s Organic Festival Backpack (WM185).
w www.ralawise.com

Westford Mill: New juco shopper

The Juco Shopper (W447) from Westford 
Mill – new for 2017 – is made from lami-
nated juco (75% jute/25% cotton blend), 
which is ideal for decoration. It features 
55 cm cotton carry handles, has a 21-litre 
capacity, measures 42 x 33 x 19 cm, with a 
print area of 34 x 24, and is available in a 
natural shade.
w www.westfordmill.com

PenCarrie: Organic shopper and 

jute gift bag

PenCarrie highlights a number of bags, 
including Westford Mill’s Jute Petite Gift 
Bag (W411) with 30 cm cotton carry han-
dles and four-litre capacity, and the brand’s 
Jute Boutique Shopper (W409). The Sol’s 
Organic Cotton Zen Shopper (76900) has a 
15.5-litre capacity and is made from 100% 
organic cotton fabric. “These bags are easy 
to decorate, lightweight to transport and 
adaptable enough to be used for many 
different purposes by both your custom-
ers and end users,” explains PenCarrie. 
Also from Sol’s are a number of backpacks, 
including the Sol’s Jump Backpack (70300), 
while BagBase’s Graphic Drawstring Back-
pack (BG180) is a standout item.
w www.pencarrie.com

Chadwick Textiles: Team bags

Chadwick Textiles offers two teamsport 
bags from stock, both of which have been 
designed specifically to be branded or 
embellished with a logo, brand, team name 
or sponsor. The Matchday Holdall (824) 
is a practical, stylish bag with a contrast 
jacquard design fabric panel, wet pocket, 
internal zip pocket and reinforced straps. 
The Premium Squad Kit Bag (718) – which 
like the holdall is also made from a highly 
durable, hardwearing, 600D 100% polyes-
ter – features a separate boot compartment 
and useful side pocket.
w www.chadwicktextiles.co.uk

Result: New compact shopper

New for 2016/2017 is the Result HDi 
Compact Shopper (R002X), a lightweight, 
ready-to-brand bag that the brand says is 
ideal for carrying all essentials. The 10-litre 
bag features a drawcord pouch, strong 
overlock seams and self-fabric handles with 
contrast colour binding. Part of Result’s 
budget-friendly range, the self-compacting 
shopper is extremely lightweight and quick 
drying. 
The shopper’s label is easy to remove and 
the print area is 35 x 38 cm (it’s suitable for 
embroidery, and direct and transfer print). 
It is available in white/black, black/orange, 
navy/lime, royal/lime, raspberry/lime, fennel/
pink and lime/royal.
w www.resultclothing.com
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Sol’s: New felt and canvas bags

As Sol’s points out, bags are an essential 
in promotional campaigns, which is why it 
offers a wide range of styles and colours. 
New for 2017 is a range of fashionable and 
urban bags in felt, which includes briefcas-
es Brixton (01679 - pictured) and Cooper 
(01686), the shopping bag Lincoln (01677), 
and the weekend bag Kensington (01678). 
Sol’s says another ‘must-have’ style for 
2017 is the Sol’s Oxford (01670), a 600D 
polyester briefcase with reflective strip. 

Due to the success of the Tribeca barrel 
bag (01204), launched in 2015, Sol’s has 
extended its canvas bag collection with 
three new styles: the Sol’s Hamilton (01683) 
and Lenox (01672) shopping bags, and the 
District (01671) drawstring backpack.
w www.sols-europe.com

Colortone: Hand-dyed sports 

sack

“Step up your sports gear with our com-
pletely unique, hand-dyed Sports Sack 
(TD040) which is made from heavyweight 
cotton and available in colours blue ocean 
and reactive rainbow,” says Colortone. 
The bag is made from a 300 gsm, 80% 
cotton/20% polyester and has a pullcord 
closure.
w www.tiedye.eu

Stormtech Performance Apparel

“The Atlantis Stormtech Gear Bag (S) 
(GBW-1S) is an essential for all your activi-
ties, whether it be work, exercise, or trav-
el,” says Stormtech Performance Apparel. 
“Constructed for maximum durability and 
versatility, the GBW-1S waterproof gear 
bag is designed to weigh less and keep 
your contents dry and safe with its 100% 
PVC-coated fabric.” Key features include a 
large, zippered, adjustable shoulder strap, 
and top and side carrying handles for versa-
tility. The bag comes in a variety of colours 
as well as in two larger sizes.
w www.stormtech.eu

Quadra: Rip-stop endeavour

The Endeavour Backpack (QD550) is a new 
launch for 2017 from Quadra. Made from 
a 600D/600D Rip-stop polyester combina-
tion with reflective accents, the 25-litre 
backpack has a padded laptop compart-
ment that can take laptops up to 15.6”. 
It has a dual compartment design, two 
mesh pockets, grip handle, zippered front 
pocket and internal mesh pocket. Quadra 
has ensured that wearing the bag will be 
a comfortable experience even when it’s 
fully packed thanks to the combination of 
an ergonomic padded back panel, padded, 
adjustable mesh shoulder straps and adjust-
able chest straps. It is available in jet black 
and shock blue.
w www.quadrabags.com

Crazy Bags: Illustrious shopper

Crazy Bags recommends its Illustrious 
Heavyweight Canvas Shopper, available in 
natural, navy or black from stock. “De-
signed to be a premium promotional bag, 
the quality is greatly improved on the popu-
lar basic cotton shopper, offering a more 
practical size for multi-use after the event,” 
says the company. “This model has a high 
perceived value, ensuring it gets chosen for 
re-use instead of the cheaper, lower quality 
bags generally available at events.” Pro-
duced in a 10 oz fully sustainable canvas, 
this hardwearing bag is reported to have an 
excellent printability, and its tape handle is 
designed for both comfort and strength.
w www.crazybags.co.uk

BTC Activewear: new styles 

from top brands

“BTC Activewear has the largest bag 
range in the industry and this is more 
apparent than ever with the introduction 
of new styles from top brands this year, 
including Bagbase and Westford Mill,” 
says the distributor.
The Escape Ultimate Cabin Carryall 
(BG460) from Bagbase has a convenient 
dual compartment design for easy 
packing and foldaway backpack 
shoulder straps.
Westford Mill has increased its offering 
with the addition of the Shimmer 
collection, including the Shimmer Jute 
Mini Gift Bag (W431), the Shimmer Jute 
Bottle Bag (W433) and the Shimmer 
Jute Shopper (W437).
w www.btcactivewear.co.uk
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Getting a grip on the bag 
market

For detailed, multicoloured bag designs, The Promotional Folio turns to Inhouse Branding

T
he Promotional Folio, a promotional merchandise company 
based in Sussex, has been around for nearly 40 years now. Its 
client list includes, amongst others, a number of publishers 
with varying needs.

Owner Paul Dolley explains that when it comes to promo bags, he 
often gets them from Hampshire-based Crazy Bags. “Crazy Bags are 
always quick if we need them to be, they’re very efficient, and they 
always have good stocks. Obviously price is pretty key too, on bags 
possibly more than any other product, because it’s just become such 
an industry staple now and lots of people are trying to undercut the 
others.” Paul notes that there has been a trend towards offering 
lighterweight bags as companies try to increase profits by reducing 
the weight while keeping the price the same, but reports that while 
Crazy Bags does have lightweight options, its standard bag is a good 
quality product. “When these bags started being popular it was dif-
ficult to get real consistency from the manufacturers... but Crazy Bags 
products are always consistently good.”

Nine times out of 10, Paul will get Crazy Bags to print the bags for 
him as well. “It makes sense for us to buy the bags and have them 
printed in-house because the job gets done in one hit. It also works 
out cheaper for us to have the bags printed by the people we’re buy-
ing from.” 

Many of Promotional Folio’s main clients are book publishers

Paul is full 
of praise 
for Inhouse 
Branding’s 
screen print 
service and 
expertise

If the print involves more than a one- or two-colour print logo, 
however, then Southend on Sea garment decorator Inhouse Brand-
ing (formerly known as Wiggle Wiggle) is handed the job. “Wiggle is 
a very good screen printer so when the design is challenging, then I 
would rather buy the blanks and send them to Wiggle and let them 
print them. We use them for the kind of print jobs that need extra 
care and attention – the more complicated jobs – because, technically, 
they’re very good.” 

Paul explains that he tends to opt for screen printing over transfer 
printing on bag orders for the well-known book publishers that are 
The Promotional Folio’s main clients. “Transfer printing will always 
give you a closer representation and a sharper print, but it’s a lot more 
expensive and Wiggle is a really good screen printer so they are able 
to take the time and get the job right.”

The most important feature of any garment decorator looking to 
supply a company such as The Promotional Folio is their screen print-
ing skill and the type of equipment they have so that they can handle 
the more complex designs (Inhouse Branding has an eight-colour au-
tomatic MHM). “An eight-head machine means they can screen print 
in more colours, so rather than trying to achieve a multicoloured im-
age out of just CMY and K, they can add extra colours, which enables 
them to get closer than someone who has only six heads to play with.

“We just did a job for a publisher where they sent me quite stylised 
cartoony artwork that had lots of colours. I had to explain to them 
that it was not going to be bang on, that when you’re trying to 
achieve a really complicated design like that sometimes it’s impossible 
to get every colour exactly using screen printing. She was a bit wor-
ried because people don’t understand the kind of technical reasons 
why it’s not possible, but she was really happy with the result after 
Wiggle had printed the bags.”
w www.inhousebranding.com
w www.promotionalfolio.co.uk

i
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one-third of the stitch (1 mm) and then this is repeated, so the fourth 
row would look like the first row, and so on. It’s a bit like building a 
brick wall. You don’t really see the 33% pattern in embroidery, you 
just see the colour.

“With this design, however, we’ve created a zigzag fill in one space 
invader, a basket weave pattern that has a wicker basket type ef-
fect in another, then there are diagonals in another, like a quilt, and 
circles... When you see the entry point of the stitches in the pattern, 
your eye picks up on that as being textured.”

The software Steve used, Wings XP 6, has around two or three 
hundred different pattern options of varying difficulty build into it. 
The simple ones tend to be most effective, he reports, which is ideal 
on small characters as seen on the Quadra bag.

The design was produced on a Ricoma RCM-1501TC-7S embroidery 
machine. “What’s special about the Ricoma RCM-1501TC-7S is that 
it has a high definition true colour 7” touch screen which a lot of 
the other models can’t offer,” says Steve. “Cap frames, networking 
software and on board lettering are included so this machine is ideal 
for someone that wants a quick and complete set up. The production 
specs include a maximum speed of 1200 stitches per minute covering 
an embroidery area of 560mm x 350mm. Notable software features 
include thread break detection, wi-fi and networkable capabilities and 
an enormous storage size of 20,000,000 stitches.”
w www.yesltd.co.uk w www.quadrabags.com

Beechfield Brands and Your Embroidery Services (YES) team up to create a show-stopping Space Invaders 

design on a Quadra despatch bag

Q
uadra’s Vintage Canvas Despatch Bag (QD610) is a covet-
able item even without any decoration, but it’s fair to say 
that since YES got its needles on the bag, the Images team 
has been in a constant battle over who gets to keep it.

The light grey Vintage Canvas Despatch Bag is made of washed can-
vas, has a zippered main compartment and dual rear pouch pockets. 
It also features a Rip-Strip closure, has gunmetal fittings and measures 
40 x 30 x 12 cm with a 14-litre capacity. 

The stylish bag was despatched by Beechfield Brands to Richard 
Croft, the graphics and marketing administrator at YES, along with 
the EPS file of the Images logo. His inspired design saw different 
coloured space invaders being placed around the Images logo, which 
was then passed to embroidery technician Steve Gilbert for digitising.

“Because the artwork is of a high quality, the vector lines are already 
there and so the software already knows half the information,” ex-
plains Steve. “It knows the boundaries of what needs to be created, 
and the colours, but what it doesn’t know is the type of stitch you 
want to use. I made it a little bit more interesting by putting in some 
alternative fill patterns within the little characters.

“With any embroidered image, you’re not just talking about shape 
and colour, you’re talking about texture as well. Texture in embroidery 
is very, very important. The angle of the stitches when they go in will 
cast the light in different ways. It puts a direction and a flow into the 
embroidery that you don’t normally get with flat images. It isn’t a 
printed shape, it has texture and it catches the light, and the glossy 
thread shows this up nicely.

“The particular shapes in this design are fairly blocky. If you used a 
standard flat fill, they would look quite similar, just with slightly differ-
ent shapes and colours. By putting texture in, you’re putting some-
thing in there that you can’t do in print.

“For 99% of all commercial embroidery - logos and the like - you 
want a flat shape. With something like this, you can be a bit more 
adventurous. For a standard logo, we’d normally choose a fill pattern 
which gives us the most obvious texture in embroidery, and that is 
what’s known as a 33% repeat pattern. With a 3 mm stitch, as we 
used in this design, after the first row, the second row is offset by 

FACTS AND FIGURES
• The design used 12 shades of FuFu polyester thread: 

 black, burgundy, light blue, dark purple, light green, dark gold, 

 bright yellow, dark green, light purple, aqua blue, dark blue and  

 dark red

• The embroidery frame measured 260 mm by 260 mm

• The design measured 250 mm (width) by 216 mm (height)

• There were around 29,000 stitches in the design

• It took approximately 33 minutes to embroider the design

The embroidered 
Quadra bag

i

Getting creative with 
textured fills
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Steve adds texture to the fills using the Wings XP 6 software The design is rotated before embroidering starts, allowing the bag to hang 
in front of the Ricoma RCM-1501TC-7S machine, out of the way of the 
embroidery head

A backing isn’t needed as the woven, lined bag provides sufficient stability 
by itself

All the red space invaders are embroidered first...

And then the pale blue space invaders, and then the pink Doing all the same coloured space invaders together reduces the amount 
of time spent on thread changes

The space invaders have different fill patterns The varying textures can be seen as the light catches the threads

To see the Images Quadra despatch bag being embroidered at YES’s new company headquarters visit the Images 
website: http://bit.ly/2fCwMXf

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://bit.ly/2fCwMXf
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These boots are made for 
working

Each year, the choice of work and safety footwear expands as more brands enter the market - Result and Regatta 

are both recent arrivals. Advances in technologies also mean that heavy, utilitarian footwear has faded into the 

background to be replaced by retail-inspired boots and lightweight trainers with composite toe-caps. There’s no 

question, now is the time to add these profitable items to your stock list

I
t’s impossible to write a round-up of the 
latest safety footwear without kicking off 
with the recent story of Malcolm Copeland 
from Doncaster, whose Fife Dealer Safety 

boot from Dickies saved his foot from being 
ripped off in a horrific car accident. Malcolm 
was walking to a garage after his car had 
run out of petrol when a car hit him, with his 
foot being dragged under the wheels. While 
his leg was fractured, his foot was left only 
bruised thanks to the boot’s steel toe-cap 
and midsole. According to his surgeon, if it 
wasn’t for the strength of the boot – which 
Dickies reports as being a little mangled after 
the crash – Malcolm’s foot would have been 
pulled off in the accident.

Aside from the toe cap and the steel anti-
penetration underfoot protection, the Fife 
Dealer Safety boot also features Cambrelle 
lining, a leather heel puller, an elasticated 
gusset, cushioned insole, and Goodyear-

The Graton Boots from Dickies are available from 
PenCarrie

Carrie selection with an elasticated gusset, 
pull-up loops and, of course, steel toe-cap 
and midsole.

According to Blackrock, safety footwear 
exists for the obvious purpose of protecting 
feet from injury. The company notes, how-
ever, that while “fitness for that purpose is 
critical, aesthetically it’s fair to say that safety 
footwear by and large hasn’t been at the 
forefront of fashion”. It also points out that 
wearing heavy boots and safety shoes can be 
tiring on feet, especially if they’re being worn 
all day. 

Blackrock is looking to change both of 
these perceptions with its new range of safe-
ty trainers. The three new styles combine the 
necessary protection with fashionable design 
and lightweight construction. The Hudson 
is a classic blue and yellow suede, while the 
Delaware has an eye-catching orange and 
grey colourway – and both feature steel toe-

welted construction. It is slip-resistant and 
heat-resistant to 300°C.

The Dickies new winter catalogue is out 
now and includes a range of boots such 
as the Quebec lined boot and the Medway 
safety hiker, which is both Thinsulate-insulat-
ed and water-resistant. It also has an energy-
absorbing heel to help cushion feet against 
rough ground.

Ralawise highlights the Dickies Ground-
water Super Safety Boot (WD162), which 
has a PVC upper nitrile rubber outsole and a 
polyester fleece lining, along with two leather 
pull-up loops. It also features a steel toe-cap, 
flexible steel midsole and a slip-resistant 
sole to SRA standard. Also from Dickies, and 
recommended by PenCarrie, are the Graton 
Boots. Made from nubuck leather, they have 
a breathable mesh lining plus steel toe-cap 
and midsole, and are heat-resistant to 300°C. 
The S1P Dealer Safety Boots are another Pen-

The now famous Fife Dealer Safety Boot from Dickies

http://www.images-magazine.com/
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caps and midsoles. The ultra-lightweight Jay has a steel toe-cap but 
no midsole, minimising foot fatigue, especially for those whose jobs 
involve a lot of bending or kneeling.

The Regatta Hardwear range from Regatta Professional has been de-
signed to protect wearers from head to toe. “From waterproof boots 
to trainers and safety shoes, Hardwear helps you choose the right 
footwear for the job,” says the brand. The Prime Softshell S3 Safety 
Hiker offers all-round protection, says Regatta Professional, with a 
steel toe-cap and a protective steel midsole ensuring feet remain 
safe in hazardous environments. There are a number of special safety 
features, such as the fuel oil-resistant and SRC-rated, slip-resistant 
outsole, while the rubber shock-absorbent sole and fully moulded and 
removable insole provide additional comfort for the wearer.

“Striding into Work-Guard, the Result Professional Safety Footwear 
range provides extended cover for those expecting function, purpose 
and exceptional value for money,” says Result. “The extensive range 
of boots, shoes and trainers offer great overall protection on and 
off site.” Included in the range is the Defence Safety Boot (R340X), 
which has a steel toe-cap and midsole, padded collar and tongue, 
energy absorption heel, and dual density polyurethane sole. It is 
made from water-resistant leather and is SRC-rated slip-resistant as 

well as the sole being resistant to oil. Another boot style from Result, 
and recommended by PenCarrie, is the Strider Safety Boot (R344X), 
which, along with the expected steel toe-cap and midsole, is made 
from hardwearing Nubuck leather, is anti-static and has a lightweight 
rubber sole. Ralawise suggests the Carrick Safety Boot (R346X) as a 
tough and durable product, with steel toe-cap, Kevlar midsole for 
underfoot protection, ankle support, padded cuff and tongue, an 
energy absorption heel and SRC slip resistance with a sole that is also 
resistant to oil.

For those looking for something with a steel toe-cap and sole yet 
different to the usual boot style, Result has the Managers Brogue 

(R345X) with its relaxed fit, dual density sole and hardwearing 
Crazy Horse cow leather (as highlighted by Ralawise). Another 
alternative to the traditional safety boot, says PenCarrie, is the 
Lightweight Safety Trainer (R348X), a breathable, lightweight 
shoe which has a Kevlar midsole and composite toe-cap, a low-

cut sports look, EVA/rubber sole and reflective detail.
Helly Hansen has a wide range of work and safety footwear, with 

new styles for the AW16 season including the Magni Boot and the 
Alna Boa Mid HT. The Magni Boot features a vibram outsole for grip 
and a PU midsole that, supported by a removable ortholite sock liner, 
provides cushioning. Made from durable, microfibre synthetic leather 
with TPU reinforcements around the toe and heel, the boot is water-
repellent and has a lightweight composite toe cap and composite 
plate.

The Alna Boa Mid HT is a high performance leather shoe that fea-
tures the Boa Lace system for enhanced safety and the water-resistant, 
breathable, Helly Tech Performance membrane. They have composite 
toe protection, a Lenzi nail penetration sole, twin line stitching for 
additional strength and retro-reflective trim to the side for increased 
visibility at night. They also have an abra-
sion-resistant, fully moulded toe-cap 
with scuff protection.

Solid Gear, part of the Hulta-
fors Group UK, (home of Snick-
ers Workwear), has created the 
Athletic Safety Trainers range. 
“With modern, sporty looks, 
the Athletic range of Safety 
Trainers brings together 
superb functionality 

The Prime Softshell S3 Safety Hiker from the Regatta Hardwear range

The Magni Boot from Helly Hansen

The Athletic range of Safety Trainers from Solid Gear
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FOOTWEAR NOTES 
For a garment decorator, boots and shoes are generally viewed 

more as a cross-selling item than as a piece to be decorated. You 

are, reports Jon Hodson, business development manager at BTC 

Activewear and footwear industry expert, very limited as to what 

you can achieve decoration-wise on footwear, but it is still pos-

sible to add some branding magic with a bit of lateral thinking.

A simple suggestion from Jon is to add coloured laces to match 

the stitching on the upper and welt. “Some footwear now comes 

with an option of coloured laces in the box,” adds Jon.

His next tip is that tabs with logos or names on them can be 

sewn on to the upper or the tongue area, which allows the tab to 

be displayed when laced up. It is also possible to sew on to the 

fabric pulling loop at the back of the collar. “These decorations 

must be kept to a minimum size on safety footwear so nothing 

can catch when in the working environment,” cautions Jon.

“In addition to safety footwear, on ladies’ styles a lace extension 

to the collar can be sewn on, and swing tags can be added to the 

laces,” he says.

His final tip is to overprint the boxes the shoes or boots arrive in 

with either the manufacturer’s or the customer’s logo: “This is the 

first thing the end user or wearer will actually see.”

When printing the box, be aware that while footwear like all 

other garments from distributors can be exchanged for a different 

size within an agreed timeframe (usually a month) as long as they 

are still in a resaleable condition, it is unlikely to be possible if the 

box has been written on or the footwear decorated.

The Portwest PW302 Steelite protector boot S1P (FW10) is available from 
Ralawise

and top class safety in a range of styles, designs and colours to create 
versatile safety shoes that are well suited to a variety of work tasks,” 
says the brand. 

There are six styles in the line, with sizes from 3-13, all of which 
have been designed with superlight, high performance EVA midsoles 
combined with anti-slip rubber outsoles and lightweight, breathable 
uppers. The modern sports styles are all constructed using a composite 
plate with aluminium toe-caps to protect the wearer’s feet.

“Portwest is renowned for its Steelite footwear designed for safety, 
comfort and reliability,” says Ralawise. The range includes footwear 
for both men and women, from safety trainers to rigger boots and 
wellingtons, all of which include protective steel toe-caps and/or steel 
midsoles to protect the wearer while they are in hazardous working 
environments. The PW302 Steelite protector boot S1P (FW10) from 
Portwest is a comfortable, sturdy boot that has a 200 joule steel toe-
cap and steel midsole, and is slip-resistant with an energy absorbent 
heel. i

resultclothing.com

ISENTERPRISES.CO.UK 0800 328 3868 | RALAWISE.COM 0800 212 180
PRESTIGELEISURE.COM 0800 652 1234 | PENCARRIE.COM 0800 252 248 

BTCACTIVEWEAR.CO.UK 0121 505 7770
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FOOTWEAR
PROFESSIONAL SAFETY
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R337XR337X R339X

R347XR346X

CARRICK SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 7-12

R342M&F R343X

R344X

STRIDER SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 7-12

R345X

R349fR348X

LIGHTWEIGHT SAFETY TRAINER
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 7-12

SPARE
LACES

SPARE
LACES

SPARE
LACES

SPARE
LACES

WOMEN’S SAFETY TRAINER
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 3-8

SHIELD LIGHTWEIGHT SAFETY TRAINER
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-12

MANAGERS BROGUE
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 7-12

REFLECT SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P  SIZES M: 7-12 M F: 4-8

BLIZZARD SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-12

SPARE
LACES

SPARE
LACES

DEFENCE SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-13

R340X

STEALTH SAFETY BOOT
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-12

SPARE
LACES

SPARE
LACES

SPARK SAFETY TRAINER
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-12

SPARK SAFETY TRAINER
 EN 20345:2011 S1P SIZES: 6-12

BLACKWATCH SAFETY BOOT 
 EN 20345:2011 S3 SIZES: 6-12

R341X

NEW

NEW

NEW
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exposed in the normal way, using UV light, although the absence of 
film means that the exposure process no longer requires a vacuum. 

The main difference between these two types of ink jet process is 
that water-based inkjet systems will get varying results depending 
on the emulsion being used as emulsions naturally absorb water. A 
water-based ink could be susceptible to this problem, thereby reduc-
ing the UV-blocking capabilities of the ink. 

At its worst this problem will show up as a cross contamination 
between the ink and the emulsion, whereby the black ink dot gets 
‘trapped’ inside the emulsion prior to exposure. It is important, there-
fore, to make sure that water-based inkjet systems are compatible 
with the emulsions you want to use. 

With the wax/resin-based inkjet systems, the ink returns to its 
natural solid state as soon as it is printed, resulting in a very clean 
dot with minimal dot gain and no ‘overspray’. This solid wax ink will 
work with all emulsions as it dries immediately on the surface of the 
screen and is not absorbed in any way by the emulsion.

Direct emulsion exposure systems
In direct emulsion exposure systems (DMD), such as those from CST 
Systems and Signtronic, the emulsion is exposed using laser or LED-
focused lights to directly image the screen without the need of a 
UV-blocking mask or stencil.

These systems produce high resolution images (up to 2540 dpi) 
and are commonly used in industrial screen print applications. The 
advantage of this process is that they use no consumables other than 
the screen emulsion, although the process does require a fast expo-
sure emulsion to work properly. These DMD systems are considerably 
more expensive than most inkjet CTS technologies and therefore are 
less likely to appeal to most garment decorators.

At a screen near you soon...
Mark Evans of Exile Technologies discusses the rise of computer-to-screen and summarises the different 

systems on the market

A
lthough some garment decorators may be still somewhat 
in the dark about computer-to-screen (CTS, aka direct-to-
screen or DTS), the technology has in fact been around for 
many years. 

Lüscher’s large format direct inkjet stencil systems were introduced 
in the late 1990s, and at the Fespa Expo in Munich in 2005 the num-
ber of CTS systems being shown by manufacturers and suppliers was 
nearly into double figures.

What is surprising, then, is how long it has taken for this technology 
to actually reach tipping point and become a commercially viable and 
well accepted method for screen stencil production. 

Part of the problem has been affordability. The early systems were 
very expensive and also aimed at the large format graphics market. 
The cheapest inkjet based technology shown at Fespa Munich back 
in 2005 was in excess of £60,000 – and the direct exposure based 
systems were all priced north of £100,000.

In the last 18 months, however, there has been a significant upsurge 
in CTS installations within the UK textile screen printing industry. 
Since Exile’s Spyder II system was launched early last year there have 
been 15 Spyder systems installed in the UK with an additional three 
or four systems due for installation by the end of 2016. 

So let’s take a look at the CTS technologies that are available...

CTS inkjet imaging systems
 Water- or liquid-based inkjet, such as the M&R i-Image and 

Exile’s FreeStyler  
Water-based inkjet systems use a conventional inkjet process to print 
a stencil image directly on a normal emulsion coated screen using a 
high density, water-based, black ink with UV blocking capabilities. 

 Wax- or resin-based solid inkjet, such as the Exile (and MHM) 
Spyder II Direct to Screen  
Wax-based inkjet has a specially modified inkjet system that uses 
heat to ‘melt’ a solid wax- or resin-based, UV-blocking ink during the 
imaging process.

All CTS inkjet systems print onto normal screen emulsions, replac-
ing the film positive with the printed ink stencil. The image is digitally 
positioned and printed directly onto the screen. The screen is then 

The biggest reason to make the change 

to CTS is improved print quality ”

http://www.images-magazine.com/
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Direct thermal imaging
Direct thermal imaging systems, such as the Riso Goccopro, use a 
special silicon-coated screen mesh. The stencil is then imaged by a 
thermal print head, which melts the silicon coating and opens up the 
mesh to allow the ink to pass through. This eliminates the need for a 
darkroom as well as the exposure and washout processes, and makes 
the need for screen reclaim completely redundant. It is a simple, fast 
and clean process. 

It does, however, mean that screens cannot be re-used – instead the 
mesh needs to be re-stretched for each print job. 

Direct thermal imaging is sometimes called ‘digital screen making’ as 
it removes some of the ‘analogue’ screen making processes, namely 
screen exposure and washout. But it would be more accurate to de-
scribe all CTS technology as a ‘digital’ process as the image is digitally 
transposed directly onto the screen and image positioning is digitally 
performed by computer technology. 

CTS versus film
All CTS methods offer significant advantages compared with using 
film positives. 

Labour and consumable cost-savings are often cited as the main 
reasons for making the jump to CTS. The image is digitally placed 
on the screen and multicolour job registration from screen to screen 
is performed automatically. The ink consumables used by the inkjet 
systems are generally much cheaper than the cost of polyester film, 
and direct exposure systems eliminate the consumable element com-
pletely. Only the direct thermal imaging system is more expensive than 
using conventional film, but this approach has other savings as screen 
reclaim is no longer required.

Cost savings aside, the biggest reason to make the change to CTS 
is improved print quality. No matter how good a film positive, it will 
never produce the highlight dot quality that can be achieved by a 
good CTS stencil. What few screen printers appreciate is how much 
fine detail is being lost during the exposure process when using a film 

positive. Under-cutting, whereby the UV light ‘creeps’ around small 
highlight dots, thereby exposing the emulsion underneath, is virtually 
eliminated with a good CTS stencil. 

Do I need it?
For small print shops and hobbyists, CTS is probably overkill. Textile 
screen printers have been using film positives and other more basic 
stencil solutions for years, and for many smaller customers CTS may 
not be worth the investment outlay. 

However, for medium size and larger screen shops, the convenience 
of CTS and the way in which it simplifies the workflow will be of 
great importance. These labour and time savings costs combined with 
cheaper screen production consumables can add up to considerable 
savings. Also, for screen printers doing complicated halftone work, 
the print quality improvements are immediate and difficult to ignore.

The M&R i-Image and Exile/MHM Spyder II inkjet systems require 
a minimum screen production of 40-50 screens per day to be able 
to make a sensible return on investment. These systems will be the 
‘heavy lifters’ for larger customers with two or more fully automatic 
presses for whom productivity and production cost per screen are the 
key issues. 

The more affordable Goccopro and FreeStyler systems are aimed at 
screen printers who may only be making 10, 20 or 30 screens per day.

Implementing a computer to screen system is a big decision, but 
one that has significant cost and quality benefits. The combination of 
fast high end systems such as the i-Image and Spyder II for the bigger 
textile screen shops combined with the introduction of more afford-
able alternatives such as the Goccopro and FreeStyler means that CTS 
has finally arrived in the mainstream and is now worthy of serious 
consideration.
w www.exiletech.co.uk

It is a simple, fast and clean process”

i

Tel: 01582 573980
sales@exiletech.co.uk
www.exiletech.co.uk
www.facebook.com/exiletech  Styler

NEW!
DIRECT TO GARMENT OPTION

 Styler StylerFREE
Computer to Screen

 Styler StylerFREE

 StylerFREE

http://www.exiletech.co.uk/
mailto:sales@exiletech.co.uk
http://www.exiletech.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/exiletech
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Pre-press labour-savers
Automation used to be the preserve of large print operations, but computer-to-screen technology and other pre-

press labour-saving devices are now within the financial reach of most print shops and are transforming the way 

that screen printers operate

The FreeStyler with the optional 
under-counter Expose DTS UV Screen 
Exposure System

“The i-Image S is so affordable and feature-rich that it’s 
quickly becoming the most popular way for small and 
mid-size shops to get into computer-to-screen imaging 

without compromising quality or durability,” reports M&R.
The i-Image S features the same proprietary RIP software, print 

head, output quality and image area as M&R’s well-known i-Im-
age ST 36-1, but has a smaller footprint and the ability to image 
up to 100 screens per shift. It features M&R’s exclusive Tri-Sync 
System, which the company says virtually eliminates improper 
screen alignment by using three electronically-linked stop points; 
when a screen frame is correctly loaded, green LEDs let operators 
know they can proceed. It is part of the i-Image Series, which 
includes the i-Image ST and oversize i-Image X imaging systems, 
and the i-Image STE I and oversize i-Image XE imaging/exposure 
systems.

Also from M&R is the Eco-Rinse, an automatic screen rinsing sys-
tem that uses simultaneous sprays from both sides of the screen 
to maintain screen tension and extend screen life. M&R says it 
reduces water consumption thanks to only applying the precise 
amount of water needed to clean the screen – the company 
reports that typically, Eco-Rinse uses less than half the water used 
in manual rinsing.

Finally, M&R offers the Uni-Kote, an automatic screen coating 
machine that has front and rear screen coaters that can apply 
emulsion in tandem or independently.
w www.mrprint.com

The Eco Rinse reduces both water consumption 
and labour costs

Exile Technologies | The FreeStyler DTS

M&R | The i-Image CTS: part of a total pre-press system

According to Exile Technologies, “FreeStyler DTS is the world’s first truly af-
fordable computer-to-screen solution with a UK list price of £9,995”. 

The FreeStyler uses low-cost, disposable printer cartridges that the com-
pany says contain specially developed UV-blocking black ink for enhanced UV 
density (DMAX> 3.5 UV). It offers screen printers an alternative to film positives by 
digitally printing the image stencil directly on to a normal emulsion-coated screen. 
“After imaging, the screen is ready for immediate exposure ‘under-the-counter’ us-
ing the optional integrated Expose DTS LED exposure system, designed specifically 
to compliment the FreeStyler,” comments Exile Technologies. There is no need for 
glass or vacuum, and the water-based ink washes off quickly and easily along with 
the unexposed emulsion.

The FreeStyler supports screen frames up to 36” x 26” (66 x 91 cm) with a 
maximum 29” x 20” imaging area on screen. It also includes the ScreenMaker RIP, 
which incorporates optional ‘in RIP’ separations and supports direct printing from 
various graphics applications, as well as having a ‘drag and drop’ print option. Im-
ages are positioned digitally relative to the screen size via ScreenMaker’s Template 
function and Exile Technologies says “registration accuracy is guaranteed via Free-
Styler’s built-in three-point registration system”.
w www.exiletech.co.uk

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.mrprint.com/
http://www.exiletech.co.uk/


 SCREEN MAKING  
INNOVATION

Computer-to-Screen Imaging &  
Exposure System

Computer-to-Screen Imaging System

Computer-to-Screen Imaging System

M&R’s i-Image Series  
The World’s First All-In-One Computer-To-Screen (CTS) Imaging and Imaging/Exposure Systems 
now feature M&R’s new Tri-Sync alignment system and Tri-Sync pallet, making M&R’s i-Image and Tri-Loc 
the fastest and most accurate screen imaging and registration system available.

• i-Image STE I is M&R’s high-speed imaging/exposure system;  

it’s available in two sizes and three printhead configurations 

• Maximum image areas on i-Image STE I is 51 x 66 cm (20" x 26")  

or 51 x 86 cm (20" x 34") 

• Three-printhead i-Image STE I units can print and expose full-size 

images in less than a minute, or up to 400 screens per shift

• i-Image ST is available in two sizes and three printhead configurations

• Maximum image areas on i-Image ST are 51 x 66 cm (20" x 26") or 51 x 86 cm (20" x 34")

• Three printhead models can print full-size designs in less than a minute, or up to 400 screens per shift

• Brings all of the advantages of the i-Image ST to smaller shops at an affordable price

• The single-printhead i-Image S is ideal for screen printers who need a maximum image area 

of 51 x 66 cm (20" x 26") or less and process up to 100 screens per 8-hour shift

Image ST

Image S

Image STE I

For product information, go to

WWW.MRPRINT.COM/UKIMAGES
DAVE ROPER  Tel /Fax: (0) 1562 829 009 
dave@daveroper.co.uk   WWW.DAVEROPER.CO.UK

http://www.mrprint.com/UKIMAGES
mailto:dave@daveroper.co.uk
http://www.daveroper.co.uk/
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Kippax manufactures a wide range of pre-press equipment including standard 
and bespoke exposure units, drying cabinets, manual screen cleaning and stencil 
developing units, and screen stretching systems. The company is also the UK 

agent for Inpro auto screen cleaning systems, auto stencil developing systems and 
combination units.

The latest addition to the Inpro range is its 3-in-1 combination screen cleaning, 
stripping and developing unit. Kippax says this modular automated machine is an 
all-in-one solution for small to mid-volume screen users and has the following features 
and advantages: Open mid section to prevent cross contamination or to use in isola-
tion; ability to be used in line, or each module can be isolated for independent use; 
plus PLC diagnostic facility and an optional remote diagnostic function. The company 
promises that the Inpro delivers consistent quality, using up to 3.5 times the pressure 
of manual systems; offers simple control and low maintenance; and delivers time 
savings thanks to a “greatly reduced print disruption/print reboot time” along with 
“overall cost reduction in comparison to a manual system.”

Kippax has been manufacturing since 1959 and prides itself on offering a customer-
led service.
w www.hgkippax.co.uk

The Printascreen Totally Enclosed Exposure Unit from Kippax

Dalesway Print Technology | Screen 
coating rack, drying cabinet and exposure units

“Dalesway has every aspect of screen printing pre-press covered with top 
quality tools by Vastex,” says the company. “Coat your screens effort-
lessly and precisely with a C100 screen coating rack. This amazing tool 

gives you consistency like never before. Even old pros are amazed at the results 
they get using a Vastex screen coating rack.”

After the screens are coated, Dalesway recommends putting them into a 
DriVault screen drying cabinet where it says they will dry in around 20 minutes 
“without the risk of contamination”. The Vastex LED exposure unit, which has a 
three-year warranty, can then be used to expose the screen, and UV fluorescent 
units are available for those with smaller budgets.

“The many benefits of LED screen exposure units by Vastex include: 50,000-
100,000 hour LED bulb life, speed and detail equivalent to the best metal halide 
units, three to 10 times faster exposure than UV fluorescent units, 80% less 
power consumption than metal halide, and there is no light variation as the LED 
bulbs age. It’s a win-win situation,” explains Dalesway.

Also available is the FilmMarker RIP, which Dalesway says ensures “perfect 
artwork every time”.
w www.dalesway.co.uk 

The DriVault 
screen 
dryer from 
Dalesway

Dave Roper | Amex Dual Emulsion

According to Dave Roper, videos and pictures on the company’s social media pages 
of the first screen from customer Rachel have been attracting a bit of attention – 
and so Dave Roper has decided to let Images readers in on the secret of what she 

used.
“The Amex Dual Emulsion is the key to this great creation. This is a fantastic and easy to 

use emulsion; great for all levels of screen printer,” the company advises. It is available in 1 
kg or 5 kg sizes and comes with the required sensitiser for activation. Dave Roper reports 
that the emulsion has a fast exposure time, is easy to reclaim and can be used with plas-
tisol, discharge and water-based inks (Rachel was using a water-based ink from the Virus 
range that Dave Roper also supplies).

“To help apply the emulsion we offer the emulsion scoop coaters, which also come in 
various sizes,” adds the company, which suggests the following top tip for selecting the 
right size scoop: “Remember that most screens are measured from the outside edge and 
there is normally 4 inches of screen frame to account for; so, for example, for a 20 x 24 
inch screen you will need a 16 inch scoop.”
w www.daveroper.co.uk

Rachel’s first screen using Amex Dual Emulsion

Kippax | Auto screen cleaning, developing units and much more

http://www.hgkippax.co.uk/
http://www.dalesway.co.uk/
http://www.daveroper.co.uk/
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The MHM Spyder II direct-to-screen system is an exclusive version of Exile Technologies’ 
Spyder II system that incorporates the MHM pin registration system. “Press set-up 
times are significantly reduced with automatic screen registration from the Spyder to 

the MHM press; and with no need for vacuum hold down or a glass on the exposure unit, 
‘pinholes’ and ’touching-in’ will become a thing of the past,” says MHM Direct GB. 

“The Spyder II uses a special solid ink technology to maximise the UV-blocking properties 
of the stencil and produce a clean and smooth halftone dot for screen rulings up to 110 
lpi. The machine is blisteringly fast, imaging a typical T-shirt size screen stencil in under a 
minute. Spyder II is perfect for busy screen rooms looking to reduce labour, improve print 
quality and speed up job turnaround,” the company adds.

MHM Direct carries a full range of complementary products for the Spyder II, including an 
upright LED UV exposure system specifically designed for direct-to-screen, and the Premium 
100 Automatic Screen Coater and Aquatec Automatic Screen Developing Machine, both of 
which are from Zentner Systems in Germany. 

“When these solutions are combined with the Spyder II, the fully automated ‘digital screen 
room’ becomes a reality,” concludes MHM Direct GB.
w www.mhmdirect.co.uk

The MHM Spyder II incorporates the MHM pin registration system

“Computer-to-screen (CTS) direct 
exposing technology will replace 
films, chemicals, vacuum frames 

and many manual processes completely,” 
believes SignTronic. By using CTS, the com-
pany says the result is a “perfect screen” that 
increases screen/print quality, reduces costs, 
and offers “perfect standardisation”, higher 
flexibility and less handling.

SignTronic offers a wide portfolio of Stencil-
Master STM machines for all sizes and screen 
printing applications: The STM-One and STM-
XS are front-loading CTS units: the STM-One 
offers 1270 dpi resolution, while the STM-XS 
is designed for multiple small frame handling 
with 1270, 2400 or 3040 dpi resolutions.

The STM-TEX and STM-D Series CTS units 
are side-loading, modular in-line concept 
machines: the STM-TE offers 1270 dpi resolu-
tion; the STM-D Series is designed for small, 
medium and big screens and offers 1270 or 
2400 dpi resolution. SignTronic’s STM-XL, 
another side-loading CTS unit, is designed for 

The side-loading STM-D series from SignTronic

MHM Direct GB | The Spyder II and ‘digital screen room’

SignTronic | Swiss computer-to-screen technology

XL screen sizes.
SignTronic’s CTS technology is based 

on DMD (digital micro-mirror device) and 
includes a UV-light source with high power 

CPL lamps or UV-LED; DMD technology with 
XGA4100 or full-HD 1080p; Zeiss optics with 
resolutions of 1270, 2400 or 3040 dpi.
w www.signtronic.com

Goccopro | No more darkroom

“The screen printing revolution starts here!” says Goccopro. 
“This Goccopro is a machine that will change the way screen 
printing is viewed forever. It removes the need for a darkroom; 

it removes the need for lots of chemicals; it removes all that space you 
needed in the past. It removes the difficult-to-master emulsion part of the 
operation. It removes pinholes.”

The result of removing all the above is a speedy turnaround that means 
you are ready to print in five minutes, reports the company. “Screens cre-
ate amazing halftone images, which will change the type of printing you 
can offer your customers, giving you an edge on the competition. If you 
don’t have this technology in your business you will be left behind.”

The key features of the Goccopro are that it fits on a desktop, is easy 
to use with no mess, there is no clean-up after printing as the screen is 
simply removed then binned, and is great for short runs. 

To see the Goccopro in action simply go to YouTube, type in Goccopro 
UK and watch the videos.
w www.goccopro.co.uk The Goccopro promises computer-to-screen-to-T-shirt in five minutes

http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.mhmdirect.co.uk/
http://www.signtronic.com/
http://www.goccopro.co.uk/
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CTS: Telling it like it is
It’s all very well reading about the different computer-to-screen (CTS) systems on offer, but what’s it like to actually 

use them? Four screen printers discuss the pros and cons of their CTS systems

It saves money, it saves time, it 

gives consistency, it improves quality”
With the i-Image, the image is always in the 

correct position

Artie 
with the 

Spyder II

The Spyder II
Artie Pallari, managing director, Fanela

How long have you had the Spyder II?  We’ve had 
it for nearly two years, with it being on trial for about a 
year
Why did you choose it over the other models 
you trialled?  The other two didn’t do what they said 
on the tin: The Spyder does what it should be doing, it 
works well.
Is there anything you’d change about it?  If I 
could bring the unit cost down...! 
Is it paying for itself though?  Yes. We’ve not 
measured it, but it is a self-financing project because to 
produce a screen the old conventional film way, you’re 
looking at it costing you between £1.50 to £2.00 for the 
film. With the Spyder, you’re looking at a screen that’s go-
ing to cost you between 17 and 18 pence, depending on 
how many you do. It’s a big difference.
What are the main advantages?  It saves money, it 
saves time, it gives consistency, it improves quality – it’s a 
much better way of working.
How fast is it?  I think the record is about 130 screens 
in one day. That was one person.
Any other benefits?  Their aftercare service is very, 
very good, their availability to answer questions, and their 
confidence to give it to us for a year to trial.
What would you say to other printers thinking 
of getting a CTS system?  Well, people have already 
bought it that have seen it here.
w www.fanela.co.uk
w www.mhmdirect.co.uk

The i-Image ST
Tim Miller, production  
manager at Refuel 
Apparel

When did you get the i-
Image ST?  We’ve had it three 
years. It was the first thing we 
bought – we only set up three 
years ago. We have never done 
the traditional way of films and 
vacuum exposure boxes, we only 
do direct-to-screen with LED 
exposure here.
Why did you go the CTS 
route rather than the more 
traditional film route?  
Space. It fits lovely into a corner 
of the room, whereas with the 
traditional way of doing it you need a big vacuum box and things like that.
Why did you choose the i-Image ST in particular?  We started off 
as an internal print shop. The owner has been in the manufacturing game 
for 30 years – he knew the i-Image worked and he wanted the best. Dave 
Roper always says that we’ve got the most efficient screen department he 
knows for a print shop of our size.
What are the best things about the i-Image?  The speed, and the 
accuracy. You can’t have a bad day on it. If you put a film on wonky, then 
it’s going to go on the screen wonky. With the i-Image, the image is always 
in the correct position. Its consistency is the main thing, and the fact that 
you can probably jump on and make a screen after about an hour or so of 
learning it. It’s quite easy.
How long does it take to make a screen?  It prints the image on the 
screen in around 30 seconds.
Is there anything you’d like to see in an upgrade?  No, I can’t 
think of anything. The service from Dave is great as well, it’s 24 hours.
What would you say to other printers thinking of getting a 
CTS system?  Do it!
w www.refuelapparel.co.uk
w www.daveroper.co.uk

Tim working on the i-Image ST

FreeStyler
Jules Nicholas, director at Mooch Transfer & Screen 
Printers

When did you get the FreeStyler?  We’ve had it around two months 
now.
Why did you get it?  We do a lot of band and film T-shirts, using a lot of 
halftone work and a lot of 10-, 12-colour simulated process work. We’ve got 
the usual inkjet film system, but I didn’t feel we were getting the quality that we 
needed. The FreeStyler is an ideal way of dipping the toe into the water without 
too much investment.
How is it working out?  It’s absolutely amazing. The amount of dots that 
we hold now compared to what we used to – it’s probably 30% more. You get 

”

http://www.images-magazine.com/
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http://www.daveroper.co.uk/


undercutting from film, 
with the light going un-
der, and you lose quite a 
few of the dots, whereas 
the FreeStyler just holds 
everything. 
Does it save time?  
No. It takes around 10 
minutes per screen, but 
I’ve been talking to Mark 
[Evans, of Exile Tech-
nologies] and they’re 
now working on another 
setting that will keep the 
quality but speed up the 
print process.
Are there any other 
advantages?  With the 
traditional method, you’ve 
got thousands and thou-
sands of piece of films ly-
ing about, so you’re going 
to save on storage with this.
What would you say to other printers thinking of getting 
a CTS system?  If they want to do quality tonal work, simulated 
process work, the FreeStyler is absolutely brilliant. And the other good 
thing about it is it also doubles as a direct-to-garment printer. For any 
small to medium shop wanting to get into high end printing, I would 
recommend it.
w www.moochclothing.co.uk
w www.exiletech.co.uk
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The other good thing about it is it also 

doubles as a direct-to-garment printer

Mooch screen operative Ian Guest with the 
FreeStyler

”

Goccopro QS200
Nick Collinson, managing director at Bang Tidy 
Clothing

When did you get the 
Goccopro?  Six months 
ago: we started with the 
100, then traded that in for 
the larger QS200 and we’ve 
not looked back since. 
Why did you get it?  We 
have a DTG background and 
were new to screen printing: 
we wanted a clean environ-
ment and to use as few 
chemicals as possible.
How are you finding it?  
It’s so quick and easy to use! 
You can go from design to printing in under 10 minutes, and print 
four or five different jobs in an hour. It’s ideal for anyone wanting 
to get into screen printing, unless they’re doing a lot of multicolour 
work. For one, two, three, four... spot colours it’s fantastic. 
Is there anything you’d change? A wider range of mesh: we 
use 70T and 120T and we want to print transfers, but our ink supplier 
has advised us that 70T mesh isn’t really coarse enough.
Would you recommend it to other print shops? No, because 
then they’d have the same advantage as us!  
w www.bangtidyclothing.co.uk
w www.goccopro.co.uk

You can go from design to printing in 

under 10 minutes ”

Jordan puts the QS200 through its paces

Quick, simple & easy operation | Save on time & labour | Compact workspace | Easy on the environment

Southfield – GOCCOPRO UK | 25 Hardengreen Industrial Estate | Dalkeith | Midlothian 
Tel: 0131 654 4304 | Email: sales@goccopro.co.uk | www.goccopro.co.uk | Youtube: GOCCOPRO UK

Goccopro QS 200

Screen Printing MADE EASY

Goccopro 100

The all-new CTS thermal 
screen system... with no 
need for chemicals, water 
or emulsions

http://www.moochclothing.co.uk/
http://www.exiletech.co.uk/
http://www.images-magazine.com/
http://www.bangtidyclothing.co.uk/
http://www.goccopro.co.uk/
mailto:sales@goccopro.co.uk
http://www.goccopro.co.uk/
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turns out they all ignore this crucial part of their operation. Everyone 
is always focused on the print. Presses, ink, the art, shirt fabric type – 
that’s the discussion everyone dwells on. Screen reclaim or coating? 
Tension? Even choosing the right mesh count for the job? Not so 
much. It’s the dirty, dark secret.

Each step in the screen making process has to be dialled in perfectly 
in order to have success with printing on any press. If you don’t do a 
good job with one of these steps, then good luck trying to print. That 
registration problem you are having? It’s not in the art. It’s the fact 
that your screen is only at 12 newtons..

Stretching, reclaiming, dehazing, coating, imaging, exposing, wash-
ing and quality control prep for printing: everything needs to be ready 
for your production team so that when they reach for the screen for 
that job, it’s sitting there waiting for them. Perfect every time.

How do you get to that level of execution? Easy. Your screen room 
needs controls. Cleanliness. Organisation. Timing. Basically it’s about 
setting yourself up for success by installing some manufacturing prin-
ciples. If you think of your screen room as an assembly line, what do 
you need to install to make each part of the line perfect every time? 
Think Toyota – you won’t find them slacking.

When you staff your screen room with malcontents and misfits, 
do you think you are going to see the final product you want? It’s 
a thankless job and similar to doing the dishes forever. What your 
company should strive for is dedicated, skilled, craftsmanship-oriented 

Solve A to make B better
The screen room is the keystone to any great printing business. Marshall Atkinson explains how to raise your 

pre-press game

W
ith over 25 years in the decorated apparel industry, I’ve 
spoken with all sorts of folk and a good many have a lot 
of things worked out: they are usually at the top of the 
food chain in their market niches. Others are just ridicu-

lously bad business people or ineffective at managing their processes 
in their shops. Why? It’s as simple as connecting the dots. A connects 
B. If you don’t do A right, then B isn’t going to work well. 

This works across all areas of any business, and is particularly ap-
parent in screen rooms. It’s time to stop being blinded by orders that 
have to ship and instead take a moment to think about how solving A 
would make B less of a headache.

Okay, so what the hell am I talking about? Let’s take a look.

The importance of a well run screen room
What’s the number one problem in screen-printing? Art? Ink? Shirts? 
Equipment? Nope, none of these.

The keystone to the whole operation is your screen room. You 
know, that dirty dungeon that you ignore and send your worst em-
ployees to toil away in whilst relatively unsupervised. 

Just about all problems on press can be tracked down to screen is-
sues. Dirty screens, pinholes, tension, emulsion coating, moiré, under- 
or over-exposure… The list goes on.

I don’t know why, but when I go to shops or speak to their own-
ers or managers and discuss their particular production challenges it 

http://www.images-magazine.com/
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Marshall Atkinson is the owner of Atkinson 
Consulting, LLC, a service firm focused on the 
decorated apparel industry delivering process 
improvement and efficiency, sustainability, 
employee training, social media marketing, 
and long term strategic planning. He has over 
20 years in the decorated apparel industry, is 
a frequent trade show and webinar speaker, 
and publishes his own blog.
w www.atkinsontshirt.com

people working in the area. They need to know that their effort is a 
major part of the success of the company. Think about your shop. Is 
that how you view it?

Do you stress the importance of craftsmanship in your screen room? 
Do your staff think about how important they are to the operation or 
are they seen as basically one step below the janitor in the pecking 
order? Where is the respect?

Strategic investment
Want better success in your shop? Train and man the screen room 
with better employees and give them the support they need to run 
the department well. Before you start adding more autos to your 
shop, think about updating and automating the equipment in the 
screen room to keep up.

Auto-coaters are essential for precise coating. Get the model that 
can handle two at once. While they’re working, your employee can 
be doing something else. Multi-tasking equals efficiency.

If you are burning more than 50 screens a day, look to getting 
a computer-to-screen imaging system. Yep, they are expensive. 
However, you are already spending money on film, labour and film 
storage work. Replace all that and go digital. Track your labour and 
expenses for a month and do the maths. Maybe it will make sense 
for your shop, maybe it won’t, but the benefit will be better screens, 
no pinholes, no filing films ever again, and pre-registered screens for 
your press – which makes things easier on the production floor. Can’t 
afford top of the line new? Look for used ones.

Find an emulsion that works well for your purpose and use a step 
wedge exposure calculator test to dial in the exposure time. It’s crucial 
that you do this step. Yes, it’s like homework. You have to do the 
maths to achieve the results you desire though. Guessing just doesn’t 
work so well, it turns out.

Make sure you properly rinse your screens too. Sometimes you can’t 

just power wash them either. Train your staff that a few patient mo-
ments with a hose can save you from having to redo the screen when 
you blow out the details in a halftone or fine line with your pressure 
washer that’s set to the fire hose setting. There is craftsmanship 
needed in every job.

Finally, while nobody likes to be the guy that cleans the screens after 
they are layered in ink, this is an incredibly important step. Make sure 
your printers do their part and card as much of the excess ink off the 
screen as possible before sending it in for reclaim. This includes get-
ting the ink all around the frames. If they don’t, give them a day or 
two cleaning screens and they will quickly understand that you can’t 
leave a mess for someone else.

Whether you just use a dip tank, hand-wash system, or auto-clean-
ing machine, make sure the screens are perfectly clean, free from 
grease or haze, dry and ready to coat. Quality has to come first here, 
as a clean screen is the foundation for everything to follow.

For screen print production, that represents ‘solving A’. Get that 
right and watch as B, your printing success, improves as a result. i
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four account managers have just been hired 
to help expand it further. The introduction last 
year of the 5p bag charge further boosted 
business, confirms Arnika Bhupal, who works 
in BIDBI’s sales and marketing department, 
with the company seeing a big increase in 
enquiries and orders.

Fairtrade
Right from the start, it has been important 
for the company to offer only Fairtrade bags. 
According to Arnika, one of the factories 
in India employs women who have been in 
abusive relationships, and it is helping them to 
develop skills as well as providing them with 
fairly paid work. “It’s very important for us to 
be ethical in the way that we make things and 
to make sure our factories are paying their 
workers properly.”

Designer Richard Robinson adds: “We have 
used our partner factories in India since the 
beginning, initially just buying the blank stock 

Bags of potential
BIDBI has come along way from when the founder used to print bags in the back of a lingerie shop, with 25 staff 

and a flourishing bag manufacturing business running alongside its decoration arm

I
t’s a unexpected leap, moving from a linge-
rie shop owner to a bag printer and manu-
facturer, but it’s precisely the route followed 
by Julia Gash, the founder of Bag It Don’t 

Bin It (aka BIDBI). It’s also, when you dig a bit 
further, not nearly as much of an unexpected 
career change as one might imagine. Julia’s 
father was a printer, she studied art and print 
making at Central Saint Martins (college), and 
while running the lingerie shop she printed 
the business’s bags in the back, as well as one-
off T-shirts.

A natural entrepreneur with a strong creative 
streak, Julia quickly realised that there was an 
emerging market for printed cotton bags and 
set up BIDBI in 2008. She started off in her 
garage in Sheffield with one member of staff, 
buying blank stock from Fairtrade-accredited 
factories in India. Shortly after, BIDBI, now 
with three members of staff, moved to its 
first proper premises complete with a manual 
four-head carousel and a small second-hand 
tunnel dryer. 

Within three years the stock had taken over 
the ground and first floor and it was time to 
move on again, into the company’s present 
premises in Rutland Road, Sheffield, and into 
automated printing with the purchase of an 
eight-head M&R Diamondback screen printing 
press (along with a six-head manual M&R 
Chameleon carousel). 

BIDBI is still growing at a fair old rate, and 

Julia (centre, with red striped top) with the staff at 
BIDBI

The M&R Diamondback in action

from them, and then developing a complete 
made-to-measure service where we work with 
our clients to make bags, or any other cot-
ton product, from scratch. We are very strict 

Th M&R Di db k i i

BIDBI supplies only Fairtrade bagsI lli l F i t d b
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when choosing a supplier, making sure all the 
correct accreditations are in place. Communi-
cation is also very important as projects and 
shipping can be very complicated.”

The printing factory at the company’s head-
quarters in Sheffield is also Fairtrade, and the 
company is in the process of going for living 
wage accreditation. Each of the 25 staff is 
paid a living wage, and BIDBI also invests in 
young talent by offering apprenticeships.

The Diamondback is used for the bulk of 
the company’s printing, while the manual 
carousel is used for smaller jobs or those that 
require a more hands-on approach. Accord-
ing to Richard, the M&R auto has been the 
company’s best capital investment thanks to it 
doubling BIDBI’s output as well as increasing 
the number of printable colours.

The company also offers vinyl, litho and laser 
transfer printing services. “We have four heat 
presses that take care of heat transfer and 
digital printing,” explains Richard. “Two of 
the presses have double platens for increased 
efficiency and two are the more traditional 
swing presses.” 

BIDBI also uses a Clean Burn double width 
tunnel dryer, which is billed as being “one of 
the most efficient dryers in the world”: this 
neatly ties in with the company’s emphasis 
on positive environmental values, as well as 
increasing production efficiency.

All of the bags used by BIDBI are biode-
gradable, made from cotton in the Fairtrade 
accredited factories in India. Plastic bags are a 
big no-no and only bags that measure up to 
its strict eco credentials are allowed. Leather 
handles, for example, are not advised because 
of the pollution created during the leather 
dyeing process. BIDBI uses mainly water-based 
printing inks from both Fujifilm Sericol and 
MagnaPrint inks, and the company recycles its 
waste ink.

Bespoke options
BIDBI offers an eco solution for all, as Richard 
explains: “We cater for businesses of all sizes, 
from small creatives to blue chip brands. One 
of the fundamentals of BIDBI is that we are 
equipped to deal with all of our customers’ 
specific needs and are able to produce the 
quantity and quality required. Our account 
managers all come from different employment 
backgrounds and specialise in different market 
sectors, such as publishers, fashion, food and 
drink, etcetera.”

The BIDBI bespoke service now accounts for 
around 30% of its business, although Richard 
says this proportion does fluctuate. Made at 

the Fairtrade factories in India, the bespoke 
bags have a lead-time of 12 weeks once art-
work is approved, although this reduces to six 
to eight weeks if airfreight is selected over the 
more cost-effective sea shipment option. As 
well as bags, customers can order tea towels, 
aprons and T-shirts. 

There is a minimum order of 1,000 for this 
service, while BIDBI’s off-the-shelf business 
has a minimum order of 200. Following 
requests for smaller quantities, Julia has now 
established Doodle Bag, a website that allows 
customers to design their own T-shirt or bags 
with a minimum order of one. 

As for the future, there is bags (pun in-
tended) of potential. “Our systems here are 
good, and the business runs very smoothly, 
but there are always improvements that can 
be made,” says Richard. “Within the next 
year we want to be number one eco bag 
manufacturer in the UK. We want to be able 
to cater for any size business and give the 
best customer service and order management 
in the industry.”
w www.bidbi.co.uk

[This page] Examples of BIDBI’s wide range of stylishly decorated, reusable bags

i
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERSST

What’s your hidden talent?

Knowing that most of the problems at work 
can be solved with a bit of effort. My favour-
ite saying is ‘The joys of the rag trade’.

If you could do whatever you want to 

when you retire, what would it be?

Be a passenger on Richards Branson’s Virgin 
Galactic spacecraft

What is the best place you’ve ever 

visited?

It has to be Kinsale, County Cork, where my 
wife comes from – for the scenery, restau-
rants and Irish humour

Which gadget or app couldn’t you live 

without?

My mobile

If you could ask one person (living or 

dead) one question, what would you 

ask?

I’d ask Arsène Wenger how he always sees 
any fouls the opposition commit, but misses 
any that Arsenal do.

Up close and personal
You’ll know the name, now get to know the person. Paul Williams is retiring this month at 

the age of 85 after working in sales at Actifwear since 1978. He talks about gardening, going 

to space and his love of Kinsale in Ireland

delivery to a depot in Hinckley, but ended 
up very red faced when the back doors were 
opened and the van was empty, as unbe-
known to me the boxes had been taken off 
to double check the quantity.

What’s your most unappealing habit?

Interrupting people when they are talking

What’s your guilty pleasure?

Milk chocolate raisins

How long have you been working 

in the industry?

I had a variety of jobs – canvassing for 
Davenports Brewery, crane driver at the 
Corus steelworks, head gardener at 
Rockingham Castle – before I com-
menced work as a salesman in 1978 
for Actifwear in Market Harborough. I 
have seen many changes in this time 
from a humble beginning in a con-
verted farm building to our present 
day modern unit. We used to do 
party planning, but now concentrate 
on print and embroidery, supplying a 
wide range of customers – from Aldi, 
Debenhams, and the RAF Air Cadets 
to the local heating company.

What’s the best thing to ever 

happen to you at work?

When the first customer I called on 
in Luton purchased all my stock, so 
I returned to the factory with an 
empty van on the same day.

Which tune can’t you get out 

of your head at the moment?

As we are fast approaching Christmas it has 
got to be ‘White Christmas’ by Bing Crosby

What’s your favourite TV show?

Antiques Roadshow

Salt and vinegar or cheese and onion?

Cheese and onion

What is the most embarrassing thing 
that’s ever happened to you at work?
I was asked to deliver an extremely urgent 
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Paul and his wife Noreen after winning a local pumpkin 
competition when he was head gardener at Rockingham 
Castle

(left and above) 
Paul and friends 
in his favourite 
place – Kinsale in 
County Cork
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19 NEW COLOURS
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Scoop T-Shirt is a flattering option that wears well everywhere. 
Made for decoration, these Gildan Softstyle® tees boast a high 

stitch density for a smoother printing surface and tearaway 
labels for easy customisation.
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